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Weekend Forecast:
Friday: Mostly cloudy,
high in the 40s.

ACCENT

Saturday: Mostly

From symbols to black cats
and sidewalk cracks
Page B-1

ARTS
Printmaster
Woodcuts, imagination
serve artist
Page B-2

Superstition...

cloudy, high in the 30s.
Sunday: Partly cloudy,
high in the 40s.

SPORTS
Colonel clincher
Eastern beats Murray
in final home game
Page B-6
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Land, budget top
regents' agenda

Colonel's kick

Recurring budget cuts

By Susan Gayle Reed
Editor

1986/87
$604,200 (2%)
1987/88
$597,500 (2%)
1991/92
$2.6 million
(5%)
1992/93
$2.4 million (5%)
$921,900 (2%)
reserved

Budget cuts and the possibility of land
acquisition were the two main issues discussed
during the regular quarterly meeting of the
university Board of Regents Saturday.
President HanlyFunderburk told die board
that $931,900 has been set aside, as mandated
by Gov. Brcrcton Jones, to reduce the university budget by 2 percent.
Half of the money will come from an
unexpected increase in the amount of tuition
stemming from higher than usual enrollment.
The rest will be made up by not Tilling
some faculty vacancies, reducing operating
and travel expenses and deferring equipment
purchases.
Funderburk said cuts are frustrating and
university presidents need to have more of a
say in where budget cuts come from.
"We've seen higher education take a
disappropriaie share of budget cuts and it is
hurting," he said. "Never has the demand for
higher education been greater and the resources
so few. It's a tough situation."
Faculty Regent Richard Freed voiced concerns over the effects the budget crunch is
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Todd Duffy celebrates with his mother after he kicked a 22-yard field goal In overtime to clinch the Colonels'
21-18 victory over Murray State Saturday In their final regular season home game. pane B6
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Enrollment at
Eastern has
increased
steadily since
Fall 1986. Thle
semester, more
students than
ever signed up
for classes at
the university,
breaking last
fall's record
enrollment.

Source: Office of Academic Affairs
Progress graphic by JOE CASTLE

Enrollment increases again
Progress staff report
University enrollment broke the previous
record for the fourth year in a row this fall,
with more undergraduates than ever signing
up for classes.
According to figures released by the office of academic affairs and research, 16,866
students registered at the university. Of those,
14,922 were undergraduates and 1,944 were
graduate students. Prior to fall 1989, the previous record was 14,087 in fall 1980, according to Ron Harrell, director of public information.
In 1989, 14,268 total students registered
at Eastern, 12,477 undergraduate and 1,771
graduate. The following year, enrollment
jumped to 15,371 students. In 1990, 13,592

undergraduates and 1,779 graduates signed
upforclasses. Last fall, 16,525 students came
to campus, with 14,558 undergraduates and
1,967 graduates.
Doug Whitlock, executive assistant to the
president, said the reason enrollment figures
are released late in the semester has to do with
partial-semester courses.
"The Council on Higher Education wants
an enrollment report from each university by
the beginning of November," Whitlock said.
"They make it that late because there are a lot
of courses that don't get into the count until
that late."
Whitlock said several years ago enrollment figures were available near the beginning of each semester, but new schedules and
partial-semester classes have changed that.

Scholarship
to honor
Goodrich
By Susan Gayle Reed
Editor

No new official reports have been
released on the case of Holly Goodrich,
a 20-year-old university junior who died
after falling from a Telford Hall window Oct. 28.
Madison County Coroner Embry
Curry said an autopsy was performed
the day of Goodrich's death at the medical examiner's office in Lexington, but
that the proper paperwork has not yet
been completed.
"They're running behind with their
paperwork, to tell you the truth,"* he
said. "It should be another 10 days. It'll
probably be a while."
Curry said there is no report on
whether alcohol or drugs might have
been a factor in the incident.
"I can' t comment on that yet May be
by next week I'll be able to say," he
said. "But right now I can't"
Goodrich was a pledge of Delta
Zeta sorority. Since her death, other
university sororities and fraternities
have been active showing expressions
of sympathy.
Lambda Chi Alpha has donated its
proceeds, $11,419, from the Haunted
Forest to the Richmond Parks and RecSee GOODRICH, Page A4

New club already 'busted'
By Kerri Leininger
Contributing writer

Although several downtown bars
have been busted and charged with
various offenses recently, one new
establishment boasts several busts
which haven't seemed to offend
anyone.
Richmond's latest nightspot is
Thee Manhattan Club, Madison
County's only source for live adult
entertainment.
Thee Manhattan Club, located
on 221 East Water Street offers
customers drinks from a fully
stocked bar and semi-nude female
dancing.
The bar is owned by David Steele,
who also owns The Zoo on Main

Street and managed by Steven Hurd
and Micheal Johnson.
The girls dance as independen t con tractors, depending on tips as the sole
source of pay.
A Richmond city ordinance regulates partial nudity, requiring pasties
covering the nipples and T-backs or
G-strings.
The girls dance on a single stage
with an array of colorful lights and
special effects. Each dancer performs
three songs and table dances for $ 10 or
couch dances for S20 in a special VIP
section.
Progress photo by MARK WHITE
Kimbcrly, a dancer at the club, said
the people working there arc like fam- Semi-nude dancing Is
ily. She said there is no competition featured at Thee Manhattan
Club, Richmond's new adult

See CLUB, Page A4 entertainment nightspot.
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Council on higher ed
considers tuition hike
Budget crunch could
force tuition to rise
next school year
By Mark White
Assistant news editor

Under a plan proposed by the state Council on Higher Education, Kentucky college
students could pay $20 million more in tuition
for the 1993-94 school year.
This plan was announced at a finance
committee meeting of the Council on Higher
Education held Monday morning at the Perkins
Building.
"The percentage increases would range
from 12 to 20 percent at state universities,"

said Ken Walker, deputy executive director
for finances.
If the plan is approved, it would mean a
tuition increase for Eastern students from
$700 to $750 a semester for full time in-state
undergraduates starting in fall '93, according
to a report from the Council on H igher Education. Hiking tuition is being considered to offset revenue shortfalls in the state budget.
"We're trying to keep from losing any
more ground," said Joe Bill Campbell, a member of the finance committee, about about the
planned tuition increase.
Under the present system .tuition rates are
set by the council every two years. The new
proposal calls for tuition rates to be set by the
council every year. Eastern President Hanly
Funderburk endorsed the proposal at the meetSee TUITION, Page A4

Student senate ignores
senator impeachments
By Joe Castle
News editor

Senators waiting on "impeachment row"
will have to wait until the next student senate
meeting to find out how the student court is
going to deal with them.
Five senators were supposed to have had a
chance to contest the letters sent by student
court chief justice Dennie Galloway Tuesday
during the senate meeting, but the appeals
were put on hold when Galloway missed the
meeting himself.
"I don't know what happened," senate
vice president Doug Leopold said. "There was

only one person there to plead their case, so I
don't know how Dennie will handle it."
Leopold said the reason no action was
taken by senate officials Tuesday was that the
impeac hmen t process is now out of the senate' s
hands.
"It's all up to Dennie," Leopold said. "Once
he sent them the notes, it was preuy much out
of our hands. He's in charge of the impeachment process now."
President Julie Neuroth said the senate's
charter forbids the body from handling the
proceedings.

Hazardous materials
scheduled for pickup
By Mark White
Assistant news editor

While the chemical storage facility on the roof of the Moore Building
is being completed in order to meet
Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations, many chemicals still remain scattered across campus in various labs and buildings
awaiting disposal.
It is not known whether OSHA
will monitor a pick up of hazardous
waste scheduled for Nov. 18.
"Even if we were I couldn't tell
you that, it would be prior notice,"
said Mark Marraccini, staff assistant
at the Kentucky Labor Cabinet.

The material to be picked up will
be taken from 11 sites scattered across
campus. After pickup, the chemicals
will be stored temporarily in a special
storage room in the Ault Building,
where they will be packed by in 55
gallon drums.
The material may be stored there
for up to 90 days before it is taken off
by a hauler specializing in hazardous
waste disposal, said Morris Taylor,
chairman of the college safety committee.
Taylor said when he first came to
the university 30 years ago, chemicals
were disposed of by throwing them
See OSHA, Page A6

See SENATE, Page A6

INSIDE
□ Discover the self-relaxing
world of yoga...
Reporter reaches
enlightenment through
yoga workshop.
See Page B4.
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Marshall case prompts Progress to publish policy
newspaper's revamped rape policy.
V<'u will not find the names of alleged
As journalists, we are painfully aware
■*■ victims of rape in The Eastern
that there are persuasive arguments on both
Progress.
sides of the issue.
At least not while the current staff is in
But after much thought and considerable
control of the paper.
newsroom debate, we have
The issue of whether
decided that the harm done
or not to publish identities
by publishing the names of
of sexual assault accusers
AT A GLANCE
alleged sexual abuse
was raised once again by a
victims far outweighs the
series of events at
LJ The Issue
merits of identifying them.
Marshall University.
Deciding
whether
or
not
to
Rape is not the same
The Parthenon,
publish the names of retype
of crime as car theft,
Marshall's school newspaported rape victims poses a
robbery
or mugging.
per, had a policy which
considerable dilemma to
It is an intensely perprohibited the publishing
professional and college
sonal
violation that carries
media.
of the names of the accusmore pain, personal trauma
ers while publishing the
□ Our Policy
and feelings of rage than
names of the accused, as is
Every media outlet should
can likely be imagined by
the current Progress
be allowed to carry out its
anyone who has not perpolicy.
own policy without censorsonally experienced it.
But when an alleged
ship. The Progress chooses
not to publish the names.
We do not think it is
attack occurred just off the
beneficial to expose anyMarshall campus, and the
one claiming to be a victim
staff re-evaluated its
of this crime to unnecessary publicity.
position, opting to name both the alleged
Susan Cilone of the university counseling
victim and the purported assailant.
The paper reported the event in graphic, center said publishing names revictimizes the
person.
detailed language, interspersing both names
Knowing that the names of alleged vicalong the way.
tims would be published for all eyes to see
The newspaper also ran an editorial in
the same issue, giving the reasons for naming could very well decrease the numbers of actual
rapes that are reported.
both parties.
Some may argue that it is unfair to report
Since then, Marshall's president has
the names of the accused without printing the
named a board that will monitor the paper,
hoping to ensure that the policy is abandoned. names of the accusers.
But in this country, a person is considered
To our minds, this is a naked attempt at
innocent until proven guilty in the courts.
censorship and is unforgivable, regardless of
Arrests are a matter of public record. If
the circumstances.
someone is that interested in finding out the
Though we at the Progress adamanUy
name of an alleged victim, they can take a look
oppose the brutal suppression of ideas that
at the police report. But they will not be asMarshall's administration has clumsily
engaged in, we also disagree with the student sisted in their quest by the Progress.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
Editor wrong about'SEX'
If Ms. Reed is too blind to see the
artistic integrity that Madonna
chooses to display, maybe she
should go read a book by Dr. Seuss.
I was very offended by the editor's
article about Madonna and her new
book "Sex," which gave a critique
over Madonna's life as a whole.
As Madonna has said in interviews several times, she doesn't sit
around and think of what to do next,
or how to shock people; she is only
interested in bringing up important
topics and "being political...
pushing people" as she did with the
movie "Truth or Due." She wants
people to start thinking and being
active in such issues as sexuality
and safe sex.
As far as the Playboy and
Penthouse issues are concerned, all
of those photos were stolen; some of
the others were from the portfolio of
an art student for whom she posed.
Also, "Truth or Dare" was an
incredible documentary. Why is it
wrong for Madonna to make a
documentary, while it is fine for
other artists, such as U2? This
movie is for Madonna lovers, and
those interested in knowing more.
Like myself, many people who saw
the movie only gained respect for
Madonna, and left knowing that
they got their money's worth.
Madonna's new book "Sex" was
used to display alternative lifestyles,
and also to make money, which
Madonna really knows how to do.
The book was designed asalmost-

anything goes, but "Madonna and
Warner drew the line at pedophilia,
violence, and sex with religious
objects," said Entertainment
Weekly in its Nov. 6 issue. Dr.
Ruth is exaggerating when she
talks about violence in one photo
where a woman is holding a knife.
I'd like to thank the editor for
her praise of Madonna's music, but
I don't think that the overview of
Madonna's life (public and
personal, which no one knows
about except for Madonna herself)
is fair. In the future, please stick to
the topic at hand, and keep
personal opinions more discreet
and constructive.

Cory Chitwood
Erlanger
Sympathy appreciated
Last week a tragic accident occurred here on campus which claimed
the life of one of our members. Holly
Goodrich. We were deeply saddened
by this event, but simultaneousl y were
overwhelmed by the support of university officials and the student body.
Hours after the accident deans
Crockett and Daugherty, Troylyn
LeForge, Telford Hall staff and the
enure counseling center staff were
there to comfort our members and
continued this support throughout the
enure week. Every fraternity and sorority either brought food, flowers or
both. Interfralemity and Panhelleruc
Councils, through the student development office, have set up a scholarship in Holly's name. Lambda Chi

Alpha also donated all the proceeds of
die Haunted Forest (approximately
$10.000) to the Richmond Parks and
Recreation in Holly's name.
We are truly thankful for this outpouring of support It helps make a
tragic event more bearable. Thank you
all.

The Sisters of Delta Zeta
Responding to Martin
In response to Mr. Martin's and
others opinions, we would like to
share ours. We're very proud to say
mat we are Christians who read the
Bible and study it in its entirety, not
bits and pieces.
Mr. Martin states that homosexuality is "simply a perverse sin."
Not so, and no, the Bible says
nothing of consented homosexual
relations.
Let us get into the theological
rebuttals. Leviticus 18:22, "Do not
lie with a man as one lies with a
woman; that is detestable.''
That's a very good quote for his
argument from the Old Testament's
book of laws. But what about the
rest of the book of laws? Let's see
what else we shouldn't do, shall we?
Things we shall not eat, for
example: Leviticus 11:6-7 says, in
other words, seafood such as crab,
lobster, shrimp, scallops, etc. are
sinful for us to partake.
Mr. Martin, do you eat any of
these? They are as much an "abomination" as homosexuality!
The book of Leviticus was

/'-fillS WOMAN WAS

■RAPED TWtcE-

OJCE. BY A MAN
ONCE BY THE MG>»A

Fur flies when Mr. Mojo rises
The predator sinks low on his
haunches and breathes silendy in the
darkness, waiting.
His helpless, ignorant prey
fumbles clumsily along in the
distance, totally unaware of the
pending attack.
The sleek, fierce feline Lightens
his body in anticipation.
His prey stumbles closer, blind
to its fate.
Now a twist of the tail, eyes
fixed, claws bared.
One more step.
The tiger attacks and instantly
clamps his fragile prey in his mighty
jaws with a merciless CHOMP!
Blood begins to flow freely.
I look down and see "Mojo," my
fearless hoss-cat who dwells back
home, dart out of the room.
"I'm having cat-stew for dinner
tonight if you do that <§>%*! again!"
I yell at him as the end of his tail
zips around the comer.
For those of you who know
Mojo, or have cats of your own, this
scenario is all too familiar.
I wouldn't be surprised to return
home sometime and see Mr. Mojo
picking the bones of some unfortunate idiot who decided to get a little
too cocky with the "nice, little cute
kiily."
I have not been the only victim

Tim Blum
A road less
traveled
to his savagery, however.
A few brave, foolish souls have
taunted die tiger-wannabe, unaware
of the battle scars they would return
home with.
When "Mo" feels like playing,
its usually after he's been inside for
awhile.
Of course, he's wound up and
I'm trying to get some rest
Sometimes he won't even wait
for me to get up. He just jumps right
up in bed and gives me a wake-up
chomp.
Mojo is my pal, but he's his own
cat.
I'm a "cat person," as is the
majority of my family.
— Cats are independent, mystical
and moody and their personalities
are individually unique and entertaining.
Don't get me wrong.
I like dogs too, but cats are
mysterious and self-serving, which I
guess I can relate to better than the

written as a guide for survival of die no problems whatsoever. That is
until in some cases where the
Jews and to help die Jews grow in
numbers. And homosexual activity
straight man found out and either
severely beat or killed the gay man
was not conducive to helping the
Jewish population grow.
because of fear or ignorance. In a
As far as the quote from Romans "large open shower room"? Please
don't flatter yourself.
1:27, die Episde that Pauhwas
If a person who is gay happens to
writing about a congregation who
had started being hypercritical. They find you attractive, so what?
would worship God and at the same Haven't you ever admired another's
physique without sexual undertime, worship in die other churches
tones?
where it was customary to use male
Some business owners believe
and female prostitutes to promote
homosexuals are harder workers and
fertility and good fortune. In the
more reliable because they don't ask
original translations, the Greek
for sick leave for sick children,
words are in die context of male/
female prostitution, which the Bible pregnant spouses, etc. Also,
homosexuals are constantly having
is against, not homosexuality.
to prove that just because of what
As far as die military is conthey do in their bedroom they can
cerned, sorry Mr. Martin, the
perform in a career professionally.
number of homosexuals and
Thank God that EKU has Laurie
lesbians in the military would
Davidson as a role model for its
surprise you! Contrary to popular
belief, homosexuals and heterosexu- students. She has befriended the
young gay community here, helping
als have "bunked" together and had

blind and stupid loyalty exhibited by
most pooches.
Mojo is also very stubborn and
we have battles over territorial
dominance.
His playful moods can become
wrathful quickly enough.
He has his quiet times as well,
though.
They always seem to come when
I'm the most tired and on (he run.
He jumps up into my bed and
lazily falls back, watching me with a
sleepy, contented gaze.
He's also content at times to just
hang out and watch a flick. He leaps
into my lap and settles down in front
of the tube, and we just kind of ease
through the day together.
He's a quiet companion, a fierce
stalker, a whiny kitten when he
wants to be and a watch-cat whom
I'd advise you not to mess with.
He may be a cat, but I treat him
with respect.
My relationship with Mojo is
perhaps best illustrated by the words
of Agnes Repplier in her book,
"The Literary Cat"
"It is impossible for a lover of
cats to banish these alert, gentle and
discriminating little friends, who
give us just enough of their regard
and complaisance to make us
hunger for more."

diem become well-adjusted career
people in the real world.
Mr. Martin states a good
argument. But his tone and lack of
understanding illustrates dial he is
not socially educated in the different
cultures of the world. As young as
he is, maybe he'll learn patience
with different ways of living.
In closing, I would like to
review the real reason Sodom and
Gomorrah were destroyed. (I urge
you to read the story yourself.)
In short, the men in the town
wanted to rape (he visitors. The
visitors didn't want to be raped!
The great sins of these cides
were rape and fornication, not
homosexual activity between
consenting adults — pure and
simple.

Bryan Keith Hensley
T. Allen Brown
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Another view

PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By John Howard
Are you superstitious, and if so, what's your biggest superstition?

Down to:
Bill Curry
Curry cried to the media
over the booing of his precious quarterback Pookie
Jones during a pitiful performance
against
Vanderbilt last Saturday.
Grow up and take criticism
like a man, Coach Curry.

Up to:
Veterans

Down to:
New York

Hats off to all the men and
women who have served this
country as they were remembered on Veteran's Day yesterday. We applaud their service to the United States and
its people.

New York state's highest
court declined to suspend the
chief administrator of the
state's court system after he
was arrested on charges of
blackmailing a woman he
broke off an affair with.

"Yes; Never light
three cigarettes
with the same
match."

"Yes; I never take
the first shot In a
basketball game."

Suggestions for UPS & DOWNS «e welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

Big on plans, but low on time
Do you ever slop and wonder
where the time actually goes?
Life can pass you by in the blink
of an eye, especially when you're
blinking with the eyes of a college
student.
It seems just like yesterday I was
worrying about what college to
attend and who I was going to take
to my senior prom.
Now I am worrying about
graduation and what I'm going to do
for the rest of my life.
College, the greatest years of our
lives, we're told.
Yeah, right. Sometimes it sure
doesn't feel like it.
Whoever came up with this
saying must not have taken college
very seriously.
Everything seems to pile up at
once, from tests, to work, to rent, to
bills and everything else under the
sun until you feel like you can't take
any more.
With so much going on, college
life can pass by without our ever
enjoying it.
As soon as you finish taking a
test you have another project to
finish, paper to write or have to
rush to get to work on time.
We should all take some time
out and learn to enjoy the undergraduate life while we can.
Learn your limits and get your
priorities straight.
It's great to be active in
extracuricular activities but don't
forget that they should come second

Sure the holidays are supposed
to be a happy period, but who has
time to enjoy them?
With all the shopping, cooking,
decorating, traveling and returning
unwanted presents, I'll barely have
time to catch my breath before
school starts again.
As soon as I finish the last piece
to school.
of pumpkin pie at Thanksgiving
The main reason we are all here
dinner, I have to start worrying
is for an education, not parties and
about finals, which are just around
going downtown.although those are the corner.
added advantages to college.
Who has time to get in the
Some students here at Eastern
Christmas spirit?
take the "enjoy college while you
Before you can start watching
can" motto to extremes and decide
Frosty cartoons and singing "Jingle
to go downtown practically every
Bells," you have to cram a whole
night the bars are open.
semester of knowledge into about
I, like many others, would much two weeks.
rather bust my butt for 4 or 5 years
Once finals are over and you get
while in college rather than do it for home, Christmas is just a few frantic
the rest of my life behind a counter
days away.
making minimum wage.
When I finally walk in the door
Even today, a college degree and for Christmas break, you would
experience won't guarantee you a
think it would be time to kick back
job, but its better than having great
and relax, right?
drinking stories to tell a potential
Wrong.
employer.
Now it's time to do all the
With working at the Progress,
shopping I never had time to do
going to classes, studying for tests,
over the past month because I was
writing papers, being a member of
loo busy cramming for finals.
Kappa Alpha, and trying to squeeze
Relax while you can and once
in a few hours of sleep each night
the "festive" holidays are over, take
college recently has been nothing
a breath and get ready for the same
but a big headache.
old grind to start up again.
The next month will be espeBoston, a senior public relations
cially crazy for everyone, myself
major from Louisville, is advertising
included, with the upcoming finals
and holidays.
director of the Progress.

Sierra Club gives time, effort
On behalf of the Sierra Club. I
would like to respond to the
inaccurate article about the club in
the Progress, by explaining what is
really going on.
The SierraClub is an environmental awareness organization
whose members take pride in
bettering the environment. There are cited in the article, I discussed with
several committees in which
the executive committee that I
members may be involved.
would like to let someone else take
These committees are grouped into
my position in the club starting at
two general categories which meet
the end of the semester. I have had a
separately, every second Monday of terrific two semesters leading the
each month.
recycling committee, and next year
There is a conservation meeting someone else will get a chance.
which includes the stream watch,
As for the apathy spoken of in
forestry watch, and social and
the article, if members do not have
outings committees.
time to take on a new project, then
Every fourth Monday of each
we concentrate on the many that we
month there is an assertive action
already have going. The Sierra Club
meeting, which includes the
is made up of many students who
political action and campus recygive of their time and effort in lesscling committees. These meetings
than-glamorous projects to do their
are at 8 p.m. in Room 103 of the
part for the environment
Moore Building and are open for
There are six individuals who
everyone who is interested in having give an hour periodically, to go
fun in the outdoors and making an
down to the physical plant to empty
effort to preserve it.
crusts out of pizza boxes so that they
Monday night, not Tuesday wcan be recycled.

The author of the article also
failed to mention the people who
came to help with publicity for one
of our projects, and the students
who travel out to streams to test
them for pollution.
As stated in the Progress, money
has been a limiting factor in some
projects, like the large recycling
receptacle which costs over $1,000.
However, there are few organizations on campus with that amount of
money available to them. Money is
also a problem for campus services
that want to participate in environmental projects.
The physical plant employees,
who deserve much praise for their
interest and efforts in recycling,
have been delayed because of work
overload. However, they plan to
have recycling bins out in all
residence halls.
We thank everyone for their
participation in our environmental
efforts.We hope to see you at our
next meeting.
Serra is a sophomore environmental resources major from
Columbus, Ind.

Perry Slewert, 20, preforestry, Lexington.

Anthony Smith, 19, undeclared,
Lexington.
"Yes; I think the full
moon shines evil
upon the earth."

'Yes; a nocturnal
\ double glow during
the first cycle of the
vernal equinox."

Alan Uhl, freshman, accounting, Mlddlesboro.

Amanda Perkins, 18, prelaw,
Providence.
"No; I see no benefit.
Why live In fear?"

"I never walk
under a ladder.

Latrlna Sweatt, 21, senior,
accounting, Louisville.

Mike Whlttaker, 29, graduate in
history, Hyden.
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Phone: 624-8600

CORRECTIONS
YOUR TURN
The Progress gives readers
an opportunity to express more
detailed opinions in a column
called "Your Turn." These columns should be in the form of an
editorial or essay. Those interested should contact the
Progress office.

Two articles and a graphic detailing the Nov. 3 election in last week's
Progress had incomplete results from
the campus precinct. The printed results included the ballots cast on only
one voting machine at the BSU.
According to the Madison County
Court Clerk's office, the total number
of students voting on campus was 679.
President-elect Bill Clinton received
317 votes, with 226 going to George

Bush and 120 for Ross Perot In the
U.S. Senate race, Sen. Wendell Ford
won with 203 votes to David Williams' 179.1nthe6th District Congressional race, Lexington mayor Scotty
Bacsler received 404 votes, defeating
Chuck Ellinger who received 209
votes. In the 81st district State Representative race, incumbent Harry
Moberly received 398 votescompared
to Barry Metcalfs 206.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters
to the editor on topics of interest
to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. Because
of limited space, the Progress
may condense letters over 200
words.
Letters should be addressed

to the newspaper and must contain
the author's signature, address and
telephone number. Carboncopies,
photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for publication is noon the
Monday prior to Thursday's publication.

Letters should be mailed to
The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

PHONE: 622-1872 or
622-1882
FAX: 622-2354

I HI I (, \KI.IC III TTER & PEPPERS
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

TUITION: Costs could rise from budget crunch
Continued from frontpage
ing, but added that he was "still a little
concerned about the policy."
Presidents of the other seven state
universities also announced their support of this plan at the meeting. This
proposal is one of three options concerning tuition presented by the council. One of the other two options would
keep the current tuition policy for the

1994-96 biennium and would reconfirm the 1993-94 tuition rates set by
the council in November 1991.
The other plan would amend the
current policy to make the tuition rates
comparable with the average rates
charged at other universities of similar size around the nation.
The latter option would not take
into consideration per capita personal

income, a factor presently used to
determine what the individual can
afford to pay, and would raise the
tuition at Eastern to $830 a semester
starting in Fall "93.
Public hearings to discuss the proposals are scheduled for January. A
vote on the plans will not be taken
until a February meeting of the Council on Higher Education.

CLUB: New nightspot offers adult entertainment
Continued from frontpage
and the girls encourage each other all
the time.
"A lot'of people don't come in
here just to see us dance, they come in
for conversation," Kimberly said.
The dancers also have their own
house mom/hair dresser, Vicki
Moberly. "Everything is done in good
taste," Moberly said. "It's totally upscale."
"It's a very nice bar with the added

ments that serve liquor.
"I'm quite shocked," Worley said.
"The priorities are out of line with
good character."
Jimmy Dale Williams, an attorney for Thee Manhattan Club, said
the state ABC regulates under-age
drinking in bars, not the entertainment. "The state Alcoholic Beverage Control has nothing to do with
any entertainment in the city of Richmond," Williams said.

attraction of very pretty girls dancing," Hurd said.
The bar, which has been open for
over two weeks, has had no complaints to date, according to Hurd.
Richmond City Manager Ed
Worley said he could not believe the
Alcoholic Beverage Control board
would restrict 18-year-olds from entering bars, whether they may or may
not be consuming alcohol, but would
allow semi-nude dancing in establish-

GOODRICH: Scholarship to be in student's name
Continued from frontpage
reation in Goodrich's name, said
president Chris Thomas.
A scholarship is also being set up
in Goodrich's memory by the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils.
Troylyn LeForge, student development coordinator, said donations
are being collected right now from
each of the sororities and fraternities
on campus.
"But anyone can donate," she said.
"Not just the sororities and fraternities." LeForge said no criteria has

been established for the scholarship
yet because it is still in the planning
stage. "We have to meet with
Panhellenic, the Interfratemity Council and Delta Zeta to draft the appropriate terms for selection," she said.
Telford Hall is also planning a
memorial to Goodrich.
Melanie Tyner-Wilson, coordinator for the Telford Hall area, said a
tree will be planted and a plaque posted
in Goodrich's memory ."Physical
plant will plant the tree in the Ravine
because it will never be disturbed

there," she said. "Our goal is to have
a memorial service, but we want to
get the tree planted before the frost"
Wilson said the memorial service will take place when enough
money is raised to pay for the plaque.
"Any money we receive that is
above the cost of the plaque will go
into the scholarship fund," she said
Anyone who wants to send a
check should make it out to the Holly
June Goodrich Memorial Tree Fund
and send it in care of Tyner-Wilson,
Box 518 Coates Building, she said.

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.

GREEKS & CLUBS

Continued from frontpage

Elm wood Mansion

having on faculty.
"We've increased class sizes and
at the same time we have fewer people
for the positions," he said. "It's having an effect on morale."
Funderburk said none of the state's
public universities have been told yet
when and if they will have to part with
the funds.
"If the economy doesn't show tremendous improvement pretty soon,
the likelihood is pretty good that all or
some of the money might be called
for," he said. "We'll know in midJanuary. I think they'll have a pretty
good feel for it then."
Though the budget has been
thinned, the board also voted to initiate the process of acquiring two tracts
of land adjacent to the university on
Lancaster Avenue.The university has
been interested in acquiring the two
properties, located on either side of
Lancaster Lot, for the past 20 years,
Funderburk said.
One tract, known as the Watts
property, contains about 22 acres, a
Victorian-style mansion and several
outbuildings. Funderburk said if Eastem "had the property tomorrow, we'd
start parking cars on it."
Currently, the university is having
the property appraised. Any purchase
would be made as a joint venture between the university and the EKU
Foundation, Funderburk said.
The Watts property was last appraised in 1982 at $220,000, according to PVA documents.

•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also gel • FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for r*^'"fl
1-800-932-0528, Ext 65

The Madison County grand jury
has rescheduled the indictment hearing of Douglas W. Perry, a former
university accountant who was arrested
for alleged embezzlement of funds
from the EKU Foundation.
The grand jury met Nov. 5 but
Perry's hearing was rescheduled, according to the commonwealth's
attorney's office.
The exact date of the next hearing
has not been specified, but the grand
jury reconvenes Nov. 19 to hear cases.
Perry was arrested and charged
with theft by unlawful taking Oct. 7
after discrepancies were discovered in
the EKU Foundation accounts by business officials.
Perry admitted to taking over
$100,000 over at least a three-year
period.
The foundation, which contains
almost 300 accounts, is made up primarily of private donations and contained nearly $10 million at the end of
the last fiscal year.
—By Tim Blum

□ Taylor to speak
to Campus Democrats
Diana Taylor, Gov. Brereton
Jones' Chief of Staff, will be speaking
to students and faculty at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 16 in the Powell Building.
Taylor, an Eastern graduate, was
asked by the Campus Democrats to

$$$$ DANCERS WANTED $$$$
Big money. Apply in person at Manhattan Club, evenings, 221 East Water
Street, 623-4429.

BREAKS
PRICES FOR STAY-NOT PER NICHT!

'109
' 68
' 81
'129

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 and 7

NIGHTS

DAYT0NA BEACH
; AHD 7 MCMTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

? S AND 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND 1
P0RTARAN5AS
AND 7 NIGMTS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
S AND 7

NKHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
in

12th Annual
Party?

'132
'121
'146
^§#
(«( •fVCj
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1 800-321 5911
Attention: Spring Break I Earn cash
& FREE trips to Bahamas Cancun,
Florida promoting the "fun nest" trips
on campus! Springbreakl 1 -800-6786386
SPRING BREAK '93 - SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREED Student
Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages
also available. CALL 1-800-6484849.

Source: Board of Regents
Funderburk said while there are
budget problems, the university has a
duty to acquire property as it becomes
available. "This is not something we
dreamed up overnight. It's been in our
plans for a long time; we've set aside
some money to acquire it," he said.
"Monies are available from various
sources. It won't hurt other areas."
Faculty Regent Barbara Ricke,
who is also a member of the EKU
Foundation, backed Funderburk on
the issue of land acquisition.
"The EKU Foundation is very
committed to raising funds," she said.
"We cannot afford to lose this
property;" Funderburk said "The university needs it."
Funderburk said at least four acres
would be set aside with the house, and

the rest of the property would be used
for parking, and eventually, for more
academic buildings.
The other tract, known as the
Lackey property, contains about 10
and one-half acres, and is also be used
for parking and academic buildings.
The property, owned by John
Lackey, was last appraised in 1985 at
$165,000.
The board also voted to end term
limitations for faculty senate members, ammended a bond resolution to
allow the change of the university
bond trustee from First Security National Bank of Madison County to
Bank One in Lexington, and approved Lana Freeman as the new assistant secretary of the board, replacing Donna Masters.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote t he Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1800-327-6013.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many
orovide room & board + other benefits! Financially & Culturally rewarding! For International Employment
program and application, call the
International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5534.

RESERVE

visit the university.
Phil Goins. vice-president of the
Campus Democrats, said he feels the
group is excited about Taylor's visit.
"We needed speakers, so we just
called her up," Goins said.
The purpose of Taylor's visit is
mainly to talk about her position as the
governor's right-hand person, Goins
said.
Taylor will also be speaking about
the correlation between Jones and
President-elect Bill Clinton and the
qualifications required to become the
governor's Chief of Staff.
The Campus Democrats' purpose
is to bring democratic ideas to campus
by encouraging students to vote democratic in the elections, Goins said,
which they do by bringing prominent
Democrats to campus to speak to members of the group.

in a topographical map, Joan Perry, a
member of the group, said.
During tonight's program, the
group hopes to "survey people in terms
of their concerns," Perry said.
Madison Environment is part of a
six-state group detailing the environment of a specific area of their states.
The groups are scheduled to have their
results ready by spring, Perry said.
Since Madison Environment is the
only group from Kentucky selected
for the project. Perry said "Where We
Live" will represent the rest of the
state, so it is important to get feedback
from as many people as possible.
Perry said the project is "wide
open for student participation," with
some environmental science students
already involved She hopes tonight's
meeting will draw more people from
the university community.

—By Marsha Taylor

—By Joe Castle

□ Environmental group □ Nov. 16 date set
to hold meeting tonight for Graves' drug trial
A local group will hold a public
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the cafeteria of Madison Middle School to gauge
the environmental concerns of Madison County residents, and to "field
lest" a book which addresses such
concerns.
Madison Environments membership-supported, non-profit corporation, is compiling a book, "Where We
Live," which will detail the environs
of 440 square miles of Madison County
in 26 categories including wildlife,
wetlands and pollution, for inclusion

•CHRISTMAS OPENINGS* Earn
money now 8i over break. Start at
$8.20. Flexible hours. Can continue
next semester. Work in Richmond.
Must call now. 294-2069 (District
Office)

Cortez Graves, a former university student who was arrested Sept. 25
on drug charges, will be on trial at 9
a.m. Monday in federal court in Lexington.
Graves was indicted Oct. 1 on two
counts of possession of crack cocaine
with the intent to distribute, and possession of drugs on the grounds of a
public university within 1,000 feet of
a school after postal investigators and
university police found 144 packets of
crack cocaine in his Mattox Hall room.
—By Susan Gayle Reed

books, card sets, etc. are 1/2 price!
New books 25% off, plus 50c bargain
boxes and give-aways. New South
Comics, 2891 Richmond Rd., Lexington, 268-0760.
RECORDSMITH buys, sells, and
trades used compact discs and cassettes. EKU By-Pass across from Pizza
Hut.

Services.
FAST WORD PROCESSING
2 blocks from Campus. Same day possible. APA. MLA. Term Papers. Theses, Resumes, etc. 623-3002 Marcia.
TYPING, Resumes, Term Papers,
Newsletters, WordPerfect 5.1 Word
Processing (606)744-7376.

For Rent

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

Elmwood was built In 1887 at a
coat of $25,000. It la now valued
at war $220,000.Elmwood la
located on a 22 acre tract known
aa Watts property. The adjacent
Lackey property la 10.5 acres.

NEWS BRIEFS
□ Grand jury delays
Perry indictment

Sales Opportunity! Join the #1 Spring
Break team Travel Associates and Tour
Excel. Earn excellent commissions and
free trips by selling packages to Panama
Cit7y Beach. FLA - The U.S. Spring
Break destination of the 1990s For
more information call: Sandra. 1-800558-3002.

RAISE A COOL

:

REGENTS: Budget, land acquisition top agenda

STUDENTSorORGANIZATIONS. Promote our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips.
Call Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264.

Help Wanted

One bedroom professionally furnished,
in private home, near EKU, all utilities,
small deposit, references with lease.
Available December 15th. Nonsmokers call for appointment after 6:00 p.m.
624-1478.
For Sale.
Tandy SX1000 & Deskmate Software,
Tandylink board, 640K. $100. call 6221872.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN at Rupp. Great
seats call 606-271-5625 or 1-800-9285626.
COMIC BOOK FANS! Big 1/2 price
blow-out sale at New South Comics
Nov. 11th - 14th. All back-stock, wall

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS - Train
and jump the samedav for ONLY $001
Lackey's Airport, US 25 South, 6 miles
from By-Pass, turn right on Menelaus
Rd. Sat. 4 Sun. 10 a.m. For info call
606-623-6510 or 606-986-8202 weekends.

Today, one in 250 Americans is infected with HIV, the virus which casues
AIDS. If you think your behaviors might
have put you at risk for contracting HIV,
consider taking the HIV antibody test.
For more information on this free,
anonymous/confidential test, call your
local hearth department or the Kentucky AIDS Hotline at 1 -800-654-AIDS.

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

FACSIMILE SERVICES,
LAMINATION,
6<t COPIES, COLOR COPIES
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588

Taste of Texas
535 Leighway Dr. Richmond By-Pass 624-1340

FR££ CM

Come register to win a free mesquite-smoked turkey.
Drawing held on Nov 28 No purchase necessary.
2 Flautas
Rice & beans
Guacamole & Sour
Cream
$1.99

Chicken, Beef or Cheese
Quesadillas
Guacamole 6V Sour
Cream
$3.25

At A Taste of Texas, the flavor is in the meat.

OFFICERS

TRAINING

C0IPS

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
you're likely to see in many course
requirements. Then again, Army ROTC
is unlike any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
challenge you mentally and physi
cally through intense leadership
training. Training thai builds char

acier. self-confidence and decisionmaking skills Again, words other
courses seldom use. Bui they're the
credits you need to succeed in life
ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation and
requires about 4 hours per week.
Register this term for Army ROTC.

ARMYR0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE Y0C CAN TAKE.

Find out more! Call Cpt. Cowell at 1208
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POLICE BEAT

University Book & Supply

Compiled by Mark White
The following reports have been filed
with the university's division of public
safely:
Thefts, vandalism, arrests
Oct. 23:

Melissa Rice. 23. Walters Hall, reported her wallet missing after it was left
on a bench near the University Bookstore.
Oct. 24:

Jeffrey R. Crawford. Palmer Hall,
reported a gold chain and S20 stolen from
his Palmer Hall room.
Emma M. Dyer. 27. McGregor Hal},
reported that her vehicle was stolen from
the Lancaster lot.
Richard R. Deck. 29. London, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Donald K. Clark. 29. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with failure to give
right of way at an intersection and driving
while under the influence.
Oct. 25:
Eric B. Davis. 19. Todd Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana less than
eight ounces.
Mlndy Hamilton. 20. Ml. Sterling,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Oct. 26:
Keith Moore. 20, Palmer Hall, reported several articles of clothing stolen
from the 7lh floor laundry room of Palmer
Hall.

vehicle was parked in the Commonwealth
lot.
Mary A. Grimes. 38. Alumni Coliseum, reported her purse stolen from
Alumni Coliseum.
Michael Lee Sullivan. 20. Erlanger.
was arrested and charged with driving while
under the influence.
Oct. 30:

Anthony E. Bowers, 22, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with suspended
license driving while under the influence,
expired tags and unauthorized use of a
hardship license.
Eric V. Alcorn. 24. Mattox Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana less than
8 ounces.
Eric Irvln. Brewer Building, reported
that Public Safety received a call that stated
a vehicle belonging to Dawn Grltton. 21,
Dupree Hall, was blocking the roadway in
the new section of Commonwealth lot and
that the radio antenna was broken off the
vehicle.

Douglas F. Hargrearees. 18. Commonwealth Hall, was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication.
Klmberly M. Kolb. 21. Telford Hall,
reported several items stolen from a vehicle belonging to John E. Orthober. 21.
Lexington, while the vehicle was parked at
the Arlington Mule Bam.
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With the purchase of a Baby Pan! Pant and a single
32 oz. soft drink at the regular price.
Please request free Baby Pan I Pan I and drink when
ordering. Not valid with any other coupon offers.
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Now!
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Oct. 31:

Nov. 1:
Heather L. Battelle. 22. Case Hall,
reported two rings taken from her Case
Hall room.
Oct. 27:
Darrlck L. Wordlow, 21,
Tony Janutolo, 21. Martin Hall, was
, was arrested and charged with disrearrested and charged with alcohol intoxi- garding a traffic control device and driving
cation.
while under the influence.
Cory Lyon, 18. Keene Hall, reported
George H. Mitchell ID. 20. Mattox
a citizens band radio, $50 and eight cas- Hall, was cited for possession of marijuana
sette tapes stolen from his vehicle parked
less than eight ounces.
in Keene lot.
Jason Harp, 18, Keene Hall, reported
Nov. 2:
several items stolen from his vehicle parked
Robert Wllks, 22, Hippo, was arin the Keene lot.
Jerry L. Parsons, 18, Irvine, reported rested and charged with alcohol intoxicaseveral items stolen from his vehicle parked tion.
Sandra L. Wilder. 28. Brockton, rein the Alumni Coliseum lot
Karen Cassldy, Stratton Building, ported two tires on her vehicle punctured
reported that someone had broken into one while it was parked in front of her Brockton
of the vending machines at the University residence.
George Bobbins, 33, Richmond, reInn.
ported his cellular telephone stolen from
the Begley parking lot.
Oct. 28:
Robert J. Rey no Id s, Arl ington House,
Nov. 3:
reported that someone had taken two golf
Derrick W. Banks. 22. Mattox Hall.
carls from the concession area by the pool.
Anson Mc In tosh, 31, Brockton, re- was cited for possession of drug parapherported the front parking lights of her ve- nalia and possession of marijuana.
Michael Irving. Brewer Building, rehicle broken out and the painted chipped
on the lefl fender of the vehicle while it was ported a vehicle belonging to Melinda
Wright, 19, McGregor Hall, broken into
parked on John Hanlon Drive.
and damaged while it was parked at the
Lancaster lot.
Oct. 29:
Albert Brandenburg. Todd Hall
William J. Buckles. 18. Commonwealth Hall, reported the wheel cover to director's apartment, reported an altercathe spare tire of his truck stolen while the tion at Dupree Hall.
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□ How long have you lived at previous address7

If YES. list employers.
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If YES list

, ,,

IZJ Have you any physical handicaps preventing you from doing certain types of work*

If YES. describe henc icaps and
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Have you received Workmen's Compensation or Disability Income payments'.

If YES. describe

• 1999 LittJe Caesar Enterprises, Inc.
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386SX-33
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386DX-40
$599.
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486SX-25
$645.

PERSONAL REFERENCES

Name and Address (Not former employers or relatives)

Telephone

486DX-33
$985.

PC SustBos Butter's Guide For The Personal Computer
B« concerned with technology rather than speed: The 80486 processor (the
BRAIN of your pc) is (he latest technology available today. Buy as current
a technology as your budget will allow. One may not need the speed of an
80486 processor but you also don't want to buy a syatem that will be obsolete
in a year or two. Whsl'i not today is obsolete tomorrow. Alto buy a TRUE
80486 system Some vendors use a modified 80386 system board with an
80486 processor. At PC Systems we sell only TRUE 80486 computers.

Software
Lotus v2.4
$99.*
Lotus 123 Windows $129.*
Lotus v3.1+
$129*
WordPerfect5.l
$135."
Windows 3.1
$49.
Microsoft Works
$49.w
*Educational Restrictions Apply

Date.

Signature of Applicant

IBM VGA Color
Monitor .28dp

$159.00
While Suppliei 1 ««

PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet

a

The information provided by me in this Application for Employment is true and complete to the best of my knowledge I understand tnat it I am em
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and'or credit and finsneial records employing investigative or credit agencies or bureaus ol your choice subtect to the provisions ol tne Fn Cred't Reporting
An I understand that, within a reeaonable period. I may make • written request for detailed information ooncering such investigation

638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center Richmond. KY
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Campus news
OSHA: Chemicals scheduled
SENATE: Impeachments
for pickup and storage next week ignored so far by student senate
Continued from frontpage
out windows into trucks.
"They drove them away, of
course, with the truck on fire and
fumes and everything else. Lately,
OSHA regulations are such that you
really have to pay attention to how
you dispose of them. There are some
chemicals that are so hazardous they
may have to be treated in a very special way."
An inventory of all hazardous
materials will be completed after the
first of the year in accordance with
state and federal law, said Larry
Westbrook, university safety coordinator.
A complete inventory of chemicals stored on campus is scheduled to
be completed after the first of the year.
"The OSHA regulations are very
specific on how you store chemicals,
how you respond to them, how you
use them and how you dispose of
them," Taylor said. "Until the last two
or three years, we really were out of
compliance in every way you can think
of."
The university was originally
scheduled to open the storage facility
by August 1988.
However, it was only at that time
that the school began working toward
compliance with the backing of bond
funds approved in 1986.
However, the opening was delayed
because of budget cutbacks.
Chemicals scattered and stored in
various areas around campus have
raised the issue of possible safety hazards.
"People buy things, they throw
them away in their labs someplace or
hide them or whatever," Taylor said.
"We have no way of knowing how
they are disposed of at all.

One faculty member had something like 20 gallons of benzene stored
in his office lab space. Besides being
toxic for him smelling the fumes and
so forth, it is just wasteful."
Interviews with university officials have revealed some possible
safety hazards and that the university
is in violation of some OS HA regulations.
When asked what OSHA regulations the university was in violation of
Taylor said, "How much time have
you got?"
"We don't have any record of not
being there in the division of compliance," Marraccini said about OSHA
inspections of the university for compliance of chemical storage regulations.
According to Erin Foley, a health
standard specialist with the Kentucky
Occupational Safety and Health program , there is not a timetable for OS HA
inspections on university laboratories.
Inspections usually occur only after a
complaint is received.
Marraccini said that it was not
unusual for a state university to not be
inspected for compliance of these regulations.
When asked about non-compliance, Taylor said, "There are a lot of
reasons. One is that we really are not
forced into recognizing the problem. I
really don't think many of the administrators recognize the problem being
as serious as it is."
There arc still a lot of chemicals
around here that the labels are corroded over and the bottles are broken
and the chemicals are coming out of
the caps and that sort of thing.
"It is hard to explain to a vice
president who is not trained in science
what problems you have," Taylor said.

Continued from frontpage
"By our constitution we really
can' t do anything," Neuroth said. "It's
up to the chief justice."
Of the five senators facing impeachment, one has resigned and one
was prepared to appeal Tuesday,
Neuroth said.
"Brian (Wertzler, College of Arts
and Humanities) was really prepared
to appeal," Neuroth said. "Dcnnic
told Brian he would be there, because
Brian said he was going to make his
presentation."

Senate hasn't heard anything from
the three remaining senators facing
impeachment, Leopold said.
Neuroth said she doesn't know
why Galloway missed the appeals
st:ssion."I tried to call him. I left tons
of messages with his roommate,"
Neuroth said. "I don't know what
happened."
Galloway said he has to plan how
to handle the appeals with Neuroth.
T ve got to gel together with Julie
and decide how to do the appeals and
impeachments," Galloway said.

Jack's
Cleaners

Berea couple retaliates,
files suit against city
Progress staff report
A Berea couple has filed a federal
lawsuit contending their civil rights
were violated by officials who arrested them and brought them to trial,
in which they were acquitted, on child
pornography charges after a photograph of their daughter was confiscated.
Dr. David A. Greene and his wife,
Stama Hill, filed the lawsuit on Oct.
28 in U.S. District Court in Lexington
against U.S. Postal Inspector Brad
Reeves,
Madison
County
Commonwealth's Attorney Thomas
J. Smith and Kentucky State Police
Detective Robert G. Stephens.
According to the lawsuit, the alleged civil rights violations involve
the seizure of a photograph of their 6ycar-old daughter taken Christmas
morning by her mother that was sent
in the mail as a post card.

'Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices'
Wash and Fold Service 50c per pound
205 W.ier Street.
Downtown
Richmond

In the photograph, the girl's nightgown did not cover her genitals.
A postal worker in the Lexington—where all Madison County mail
is processed—noticed the card and
notified Reeves in Cincinnati.
Reeves persuaded Stephens and
Smith to obtain arrest and search warrants against the couple after federal
officials refused to prosecute the
couple for sending obscene material
through the mail, the lawsuit said.
The couple contend in the lawsuit
that their reputations in the community were tarnished, that they suffered
extreme embarrassment, emotional
distress and a loss of business by
being prosecuted on child pornography charges that were later dismissed
because of a lack of evidence.
The couple is seeking unspecified
compensatory and punitive damages
against the public officials and is requesting a jury trial.
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623-6244
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Tostada
Rice or Beans

$2*49
Corner of First
and Water
»0«««

valid EKU I.D.
receive a 20%
discount off
regular priced
services.

CCharwaO

Mar-Tan Optical, Inc.
205 Geri Lane
623-4267

* Catering Services
* Hot Plate Lunch and Breakfast Delivery
(with $5.00 order)
* Will rent restaurant out after hours for
private dinner parties. Dining area
accommodates 90 people.
Hours
Monday-Friday 6 A.M.-8 P.M.
Saturday 6 A.M.-3 P.M.
Sunday Closed

Judlej

Where Students Are Made To Feel At Home

I

faculty with a

RESTAURANT
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
606-623-8265
(Across from the Telford YMCA)

i

Every Thursday
all students and

for
>>•//. rnpomr) li/e/ityie.

1424 East Main Street

Open 7 a.m. - 7 p.ml

Just Off Campus

KetroSpec.s

TLE

"Drop-off Service"
1088 Bamei Mill Rd

•Ask About
Student Discounts"

8
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JCPenney
Styling Salon
Richmond Mall

■EBOB
C1W2.
C1992 JCP«n,*y
JCP*n,.»y Company. Inc

624-3501

V*W^ »J+J\J M.

MON-FRI 9-8
SUN
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AND LET US CREATE
YOUR NEXT CLASSIC SWEAT!!
HEAVYWEIGHT SWEAT
SET-IN SLEEVES
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4 Colors total Imprints
50 Sweatshirt Minumum
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rtmtnm printed
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custom
«■■■i sportswear
t-shirts sweats caps 606-624-3636

The inkspot.we re so much better it's Absurd!

Club Special
$4.99

Expires 11/30/92

We Deliver
624-9241

.SUBWRY*
On the Corner of Second and Water

LARGE
BUSINESS
ORDERS
DISCOUNTED!

0ZZA
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624-2828
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mMks
Large 14" 1 Topping
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16" Extra Large
1 Topping
97
+Tax

$5.75
Not Valid Wilh Any Other Offer

SERVING
EKU
CAMPUS

$7.'

"

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

Buy one 10"at
regular price and
get one FREE
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
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Superstition quick reference

By Amy Ftmans
Accent editor

Inside
■ Ex-Georgia
Satellites singer
Dan Balrd mixes
rock 'n' roll and
blues for distinct
Southern sound,
B3.
■ Reporter finds
yoga unexpectedly
uplifting, B4.
■ Find out what's
In store for the
man's basketball
team this season,
B6.

Next week
Save the Earth

If superstition holds true, mark
your calendar for tomorrow,
Friday. Nov. 13, bad luck is
sure to befall us all.
Superstitions, such as the one described, have been around for centuries. They show the distinction between good and evil... a distinction
that plays a strong role in our every- in a car accident, her husband died in
day lives.
a mental home and one of her daughters died of an overdose of sleeping
Old wives' tales
pills.
Superstitious taboo? You be the
The origin of superstitions can be
attributed to folklore. This religious- judge.
type folklore and old wives' tales are
derived from taboos and rituals that
Rituals
invoke a heal ing connotation or deepRituals are a way of remedying
seeded fear for many believers.
such taboos and superstitions.
Taboos include saying certain Throughout her life, actress Bette
words, commi Iting ccrtai n actions and Davis always wore a lucky charm
thinking negative thoughts. Take the bracelet. Once, it fell overboard and
case of Evalyn McLean.
Davis insisted a longshoreman retrieve
McLean, who in 1967 was found it.
dead in her home with no indication
Zsa Zsa Gabor is noted for always
of cause of death, was believed by wearing a valueless child's ring for
some to be a victim of the Hope dia- luck. Singer Paul Anka is said to not
mond taboo. McLean, along with five come onto stage until the first four
other relatives, was heir to the dia- bars of his first song had been played.
mond after her grandmother, who
Superstitions cannot be explained
purchased the diamond for $40,000, by religion, reason or evidence. Most
died.
people contend that superstitious beThe 44 1/2 carat Hope diamond lief is irrational thought.
now housed in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., was purchased by Henry Thomas Hope, of
JFK
which the name is derived, and is
Is there a connection between the
rumored to have been stolen from an deaths of presidents elected in 1860
Indian idol. A French traveler, who and subsequent presidents every 20
later found the diamond, was killed years after? Or is it just irrational
by a pack of rabid dogs.
thought to suggest that 80 years of
McLean's family was also plagued presidents' deaths are connected by
with bad luck after her grandmother some strange mystical superstition?
purchased the diamond.
Abraham Lincoln, elected in 1860;
Her grandmother's son was killed James Garficld, 1880, William
McKinlcy, 1900; Warren G.Harding.
1920; Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1940;
and John F. Kennedy, 1960, all died in
office. However, the trend was broken by John H ink ley's failed attempt
to kill then president Ronald Reagan.
"There is a superstition in avoiding superstition,'' Francis Bacon said.
Bacon, an English statesman, philosopher and essayist, was a renowned

thinker who initiated a method of reasoning which challenged that authority attempted to make light of superstitions.

Something blue
Some of the more played-out rituals that make light of superstitions
center around marriage.
Have you ever heard the saying
"Something old, something new,
something borrowed and something
blue"? Pure superstition at its finest.
Confetti or rice thrown at the
couple symbolizes the fertility of the
bride. Carrying the bride over the
threshold symbolizes guard against
an unlucky fall.
Catching the bride's garter belt
symbolizes the lucky guy's early nuptials. And the same goes for the women
... catching the bridal bouquet promises they will be the next to marry.
Superstitions and rituals surround
our lives. But arc some taken too far?

Four-leaf clover
What would you do if you crossed
a black cat under a ladder? What wou Id
you do? Is superstition the religion of
feeble minds, such as Edmund Burke,
a British statesman and political theorist, suggested? How do we remedy
such superstitions?
The craze in the 70s and 80s of
carrying' a colored rabbit's foot was,
for most, the best remedy possible.
But for others, carrying an acorn in
their pocket, finding a four-leaf clover and wearing a shamrock all ensure
luck beyond comprehension.
So what about Friday the 13lh?
Are you still scared?
Since the world didn't come to an
end on Oct. 28 like many had planned,
I don't think we have much to worry
about.

If you live your life by superstitions,
here are some light-hearted
remedies for your strange habits
♦ Cross path of black cat-you are bigger than he his,
step on him
♦ Walk under a ladder watch out for the paint
♦ Washing car will cause it to rain-don't wash your
car unless it is already raining
♦ Stepping on the crack in the pa\ement-breaks
professor's back
♦ Cracked mirror-time for that face lift you always
wanted
♦ Fallen picture from watt-time for an exorcist
♦ An apple a day-keeps Kroger in business
♦ Spilling salt-beware when you're salting fries
♦ Short end of the stick-find a larger one
♦ Fingers crossed for good luck-always works for me
♦ Number 13-choose 12 or 14
♦ Carry bride over the threshold-guaranteed night of
passion
♦ Something old, new, borrowed and blue-get risky,
use something ancient, modern, well-trodden and azure
♦ Open umbrella in a house-pretend you are outside
♦ Born on Feb. 29Seven times younger than everyone
else
♦ Waking up on the wrong side of the bed -kick him out
of bed before he wakes up
♦ Sticks and stones-whatever you say bounces off me
and sticks to you
♦ President deaths in 20year \nter\n\s-Ronald Reagan
was spared
♦ Knock on wood-pseudo wood doesn't work, it must be
the real McCoy
♦ Rabbit's paw-sorry about your luck, Bugs
♦ Lucky charm bracelet-r/ie edible candy ones work
best
♦ Throwing salt over shoulder-you could have just
passed it to him
♦ The end of a rainbow-philosophical thought; you
have too much time on your hands
♦ Sing before breakfast, cry before night --who actually sings in the morning?
♦ Go out the same door you came in-department stores
make that difficult
♦ Acorn in your pocket- or are you just happy to see me?

There is a superstition in avoiding superstition. _Francis Bacon
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Feldman holds printmaking shop

Arts Calendar

By Bo Robertson

Q THEATER

Staff writer

Joel Feldman wants Eastern's art
students to know the benefits of printmaking.
"You can approach this stuff very
openly, very freely,'' Feldman said at
a print-making workshop he presented
on Wednesday, Nov. 4.
Feldman's pieces consist mostly
of very large-scale black and white
woodcuts and prints, but some do use
color to add diversity.
"Depending on the colors you
have, you can be as realistic or as nonrcalistic as you want to be," Feldman
said to approximately 30 students who
came to hear his seminar.
He gave the print-making workshop to demonstrate, step-by-step, the
process of woodcutting and print design.
Basically, print-making involves
taking an image and making it accessible for reprinting over and over again.
To create this effect, print-makers
must begin by taking a drawing and
engraving the image into a hard surface.
"You can use practically anything
when carving: wood, S tyro foam, aluminum-textured siding from a house,
pieces of rubber," Feldman said.
Feldman began the workshop by
sketching a rough outline drawing in
charcoal on a soft wood.
After sketching out the rough image, Feldman used Japanese woodcutting tools to tear into the wood
After completing the engraving
on the wood, Feldman coated the im-

"Anymore" and "Pachelbels
Canon." Admission is $1.
Tonight is Freshman Voice
Night at 7:30 p.m. in Foster
300.
The annual Middle School
Honors Band and String
Orchestra Day is this
Saturday. A concert will be
presented at 7 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium.
The EKU Wind Ensemble
will present its fall concert at
7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 17
in Brock Auditorium
The EKU Trumpet
Ensemble will present a
concert at 7:30 p.m.,
Wednesday. Nov. 18 in Brock
Auditorium.

Eastern's theater
department will present its
second production of the
year, "Of Moa and Men,"
next week. The show opens
at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Nov.
18 in Glfford Theatre. It will
run through Saturday night.
For ticket information, call the
theater box office at 6221323.

D MUSIC

Progress photo by /OHN HOWARD

Joel Feldman and art professor Karen Spears demonstrate how to make a print from a woodcut.

age with several different colored
paints to create the finished effect.
After a woodcut is coaled with
paint, it is placed under a large press
upon which the desired image is
printed.
In this case, Feldman's cut surface

The New, Exciting
Richmond...

was placed under a press with a piece
of newsprint paper.
After the press is run over the
woodcut, the paint that was applied to
the woodcut sticks to the blank piece
of paper and creates the print
Images of Kentucky's tobacco

m
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The Association of Law
Enforcement Meeting

K-Mart
November 19th

bams, as well as human figures and
animals, were created.
"One of the things that is neat
about this way of working is you can
get out ideas really, really quickly and
try new things," Feldman said.
"Woodcutting is very individualistic,"

Sneak preview November 16th at 9 AM.
799 Eastern By-Pass. Carriage Gate

The John Grant Crabbe
Library's seventh annual
Book test is going to be held
today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Keen Johnson
Building. Featured this year
are the authors and editors of
The Kentucky Encyclopedia.
Copies of books for sale
include The Kentucky
Encyclopedia, Our Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky University:
Then and Now, Kentucky's
Road to Statehood and John
Mack Faragher's new book
"Daniel Boone: The Life and
Legend of an American
Pioneer."
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Sun.
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Everyone Welcome!

Win FREE gift certificates and prizes

TOWNE CINEMA
Main si - b23-osj^

□ LITERATURE

Friday!

Guest Speaker
U.S. Marshall
Nov. 12 at 5 p.m.
Stratton Building Room 457

*

Nonchalant will be playing
tonight at Bubble's Cat Club
on South Second Street,
followed by Jettus and Mr.
Yuk on Friday and Nuthln'
Fancy on Saturday. All shows
start at 9 p.m.
The Black Brothers, a
folk/country/blues/pop duet,
will perform from 9:30 p.m.
to12:30 a.m. tomorrow night
at The Sands on First Street.
The members of Delta
Omlcron, an international
music fraternity, will present a
musical variety show at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the
auditorium of Model Lab
School. The program is being
presented in order to help the
organization raise money for
charity work they offer to the
community throughout the
year. Selections being
performed include "Jekyll and
Hyde," Travis Tritt's

compact discs
cassettes
posters
t-shirts

IH $

m
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Every Monday Night

Alpha Omicron Pi

O'Riley's Pub

would like to congratulate Julie Shire
1992 Fall Pledge Class.

Main Street

We Love You!

Also congratulations to our:
New initiates: Shelley Cox & Linda Long
Newest pledges: Gina Cardinali, Jennie Cohen,
Angie DeSensi, Lori Jordan and Christi Miles

Coming Monday,
November 16

Lowell Sanders

And Tamara Gee for being the
1992 Homecoming Queen!

Opened for Whitney Houston,
Kenny G, and Kool & The Gang.
Appeared on Comic Strip Live,
Evening at the Improv , and Star Search

APOLLO
"Kentucky'j Largest
Hearth A Fitness Corporation"

$19.38

FAST FREE DELIVERY

PlZZA I CALL 623-0330

Average Cost
Per Month

200 S Second Si Ric hmond. KY
Minimum Delivery $4.25

• Super Circuit Training
• Reebok Step Aerobics
•Indoor Track
• Free Weights
• Life Steps
• Life Cycles
•Diet Programs
•Kids playroom
•30 Aerobic Classes a Week

6 2-^4-0 11■ 00
wt

r

w

•23 0330

•xpiras
12/15/92

M

PARTY PIZZA
Extra Large 20"

$590
623-0330

{Green pepper & onion add 75 ea)
(Not vaad wUh other otlers)

•xpiras
12/15/92

"««" By-Paas
(behind Roses)

Limited Time Applies to Initiation Fee

I
I

(23-0330
•xp.rsi

I 12/15/92

URGE 14" PIZZA
with 2 TOPPINGS
& 1 LITER PEPSI
<Nol v*hd with Othfl off>>»|

With 2 toppings &
2 liters ol Pepsi
(Nut vaM with olhrt oH*n|

$1222

Present this coupon for a

SPECIAL

629 E

V/V/

Prices DO NOT Include Sales Tax

SPECIAL MEDIUM

BACON DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER PIZZA

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only
$3.11
Steak Hoagies
$3.73
Salads
$2.12
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
$4.67
Garlic Bread
$1.42
Liter Drinks 90«
Frito-Lay Chips 71 <
Pepsi, Ml Dew, Dr. Penper, Diet Pepsi

PIZZA SUB
SPECIAL

$6»4
623 0330

•xpiras
12/15/92

Pizza Sub. Garlic Bread.
& Liter Soil Drink
(Nnl valid *ifh olhrt ofbrtj

mm

$467
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Rappers deliver
powerful message
Some call it the music of the
'90s, some call it a fad. and others
call it nonsense. But regardless of
what you call it, rap music is a very
large part of (he musk industry
which has proven itself to be quite
profitable, not to mention popular.
These profits are based largely
on the images that rappers portray
to their audiences. Images which
are well worth being discussed.
When rap was first introduced
to the masses in the mid '70s, the
lyrics were considered to be commercial. They were labeled as
happy songs, songs without a lesson or specific message, just music to have a good time.
This style of rap has carried on
in lo the '90s with rappers such as
Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince,
who won the first rap Grammy
Award in 1988, and Hammer, who
has also won several music awards.
Commercial rappers are those
most seen and heard in public,
since their style appeals to the vast
commercial audience.
Every type of music is culturally biased lo a certain extent and
rap music is no exception. Most
rap artists are black, which means
that the messages they pass on to
iheir audiences are black -oriented.
These types of rappers are considered pro-black rappers.
These artists speak of black
issues such as gang violence, Mack
heritage, and respect for black
women. Public Enemy and the X
Clan are two groups that excel
above the rest when it comes to
black issues.
Next, we journey lo the dark
side of rap, that of the "Gangster
Rappers.'' These rappers come a
dime a dozen, yet their aggressive
stories are usually lold with enormous impact.

A^

New Dan Baird album
offers pure Southern rock

Holt
Holt the
Presses

M

COIN LAUNDRY
Shopper's VUUge/EKU By-Pass
Behind Rally's
623 SOI 4
CHECK OUT OUR
Drop-off and Ironing Services!

By Jerry Pennington
Arts editor

DoVone

■

MOTHERS

Music review

Some of these rappers tell fictional stories that lend lo be more
horrifying than a Stephen King
movie. Gangster rappers, the
Ghetto Boys, narrate fictional murders, rapes, and robberies, while
other groups such as N.W.A., who
call themselves street reporters, rap
about real-life situations.
These rappers usually don't receive any air play on the radio
because of their explicit lyrics, yet
some of their albums go platinum
and beyond.
In between all these different
styles of rap is L.L. Cool J, an artist
who has blended different styles of
rap to create his own unique style.
Many others are finding that
combining different styles of rap
can help create a unique identity.
DAS EFX, a new rap group discovered at Virginia University, has
taken this concept to a new level.
The group mixes nursery
rhymes, commercial jingles, common cliches, and other rhetorics lo
create an extremely diverse style
of rap.
Regardless if rap is here to slay
or if it is only a mere fad, it is an art
to be dealt with at the present time.
Understanding the artists and their
messages will cause for a better
understanding of rap music as a
whole. So the next time you hear
any rap music, give it a chance and
see if you can identify the image
the rapper is portraying... you may
discover something well worth
being discussed.

The Black Crowes isn't the only
band cranking out straight-forward
Southern-style rock V roll these days.
After the collapse of the Georgia
Satellites, lead singer Dan Baird rebounded in the music world lo put out
the album "Love Songs for the Hearing Impaired,'' which explores new
directions in Southern rock.
All 10 songs on the album arc built
around energetic guitar grooves, supported by a relaxed drum beat. Slides
and a little piano, thrown in here and
there, round out the Southern style.
Some of the lyrics, like the ones in
"I Love You Period,'' seem a little
cheesy. / love you period/ Do you love
me question mark/ Please please exclamation point/1 want lo hold you in
parentheses.
For the most part, however, the
lyrics are pretty good. "Knocked Up"
paints a menial picture of a small town
couple getting into a little trouble. You
got knocked up/ And I got locked up/
And I guess you'd say that we both got
screwed/ You got locked out/And I got
knocked out/Andlguess you1re gonna
miss a lot of school.
As with most artists who leave the
business and return with a new group,
some of the songs resemble (hose of
the old group's.

,
1 FREE Wash
.
»
or
•
»$2 OFF Drop-Off Service"
»
Exp. 11-29-92
•
ONE COUPON PER VISIT PLEASE

"Praise The Lord"

We Honor Competitors Coupons

Travel On Third

"Love Songs tor the Hearing
Impaired" by Dan Baird.
The last two offerings on the album, "Lost Highway" and "Dixie
Bcauxdcraunt," still have that Georgia Satellite sound to them.
"Seriously Gone" uses fast-paced
guitar and upbeat piano lo produce a
sound like a cross between Chuck
Berry and Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Overall, the album contains more
than 40 minutes of strong music and is
only lacking in one area. Most albums
have one or two songs that stand out
from the rest, but none of Baird's
songs really jump out and grab your
attention.
The album is still a great comprehensive work, and is perfect to play
during parties or long road trips. It is
the kind of album you can listen lo
from beginning to end.

Plan Now For
Christmas
Travel
Remember before you travel anywhere, Travel on Third.
104 South Third Street
Richmond

624-8785
Anderson Hair
on Mane

Student Haircut

zze s

Regular $10
with coupon

$8
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CRUX

only with Theresa & Vanessa
623-2300

Expires 11 /30/92

103 E. Main

AN N I k I(

(Cultural/Racial Understanding and Exchange)
You are cordially invited to attend an "open" meeting of
Cultural Racial Understanding Exchange
(CRUX)
Thursday, November 12,1992 at 6 P.M.
in the Music Lounge of the Powell Building

III!

BODY llilff
The Tale ol the Body Thief
Anne Rice
His covens scattered, the vampire hero Lestat is alone Needing
to destroy his doubts about his
hard-won vampire rationale.
Lestat embarks on the most dan
gerous enterprise he has ever
undertaken in his long, haunted
existence. Seductive and mesmerizing, this latest addition to the
best-selling Vampire Chronicles is
told with the unique passion,
power, and invention that distinguish the novels ot Anne Rice
(Fiction) Knopf

The Office of Minority Affairs, the Counseling Center and Residence
Hall Programs are extending an invitation to individuals who think
they can express and listen to honest opinions about race-related issues
Wed. Nov. 18, 1992
at 5 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room
of the Powell Building

FRESH TIPS

I \l

(FRESHMEN RECEIVING EDUCATIONAL/SOCIAL
HELP, AND TIPS IMPROVING POTENTIAL SUCCESS)

FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN FRESHMEN
The Office of Minority Affairs and the Counseling Center are sponsoring a group for African
American freshmen. The purpose of this group is to allow for exchange of information of
educational, social, and emotional survival in a predominantly white institution. The group
would also provide a meeting place for students to air concerns and to actively participate in
developing solutions for those concerns.
"•v.

Driving Force

The Start Shine Down
Sidney Sheldon
Lara Cameron, a young and
beautiful self-made tycoon, has
worked relentlessly for success
and control of her life But a discarded lover from a past she
wants to suppress emerges to
seek vengeance He could cost
Lara the empire she has struggled
a lifetime to build From Scotland
to Nova Scotia. Chicago to Reno.
The Stars Shine Down showcases intriguing characters and
Sheldon's characteristic twists
and turns (Fiction) Morrow

Dick Francis
With his stable ol New York
Times best-sellers. Dick Francis
has made the racetrack mystery a
ma|or genre Now. Francis returns
to the high stakes world of noble
steeds and base scoundrels in the
dramatically propulsive Dnving
Force Young ex-jockey Freddie
Croft owns a profitable fleet of
horse-vans that convey runners to
the course When a hitchhiker
turns up dead. Freddie is swept
into a fatal race to save himself
(Mystery) Putnam

LITTLE PROFESSOR BOOK CENTER
428 Richmond Mall - Richmond. KY 40475
(606) 623-0522

."■".

Richmond Church Directory
To run your ad in the church directory,
call Darren at 622-1872.

THE CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
We atk the question*, that challenge Christian m in it
We would like to invite you on

T

Sunday, Nouember 15th
BRING A FRIEND SUNDAY
In Chratun Church
M>m « Lancaster

(Free mtal lallownx the Service I

Out central focm ■ to brim God'i love rto the tempetfuoue Uie of the coUeie audert
hjn . ..,>-.-.•..

The United Methodist Campus Center
(Wesley Foundation)

4-

Corner of Kit Carson and University Drive
Welcomes you to:

Mark Girard,
Minister

•Sunday School
9:30 ».m.
•Thursday At Wesley 6-8 p.m.
(Meal, Bible Study, Devotions
•Dtscipleshlp Groups
•Fellowship

Everyone
Welcome
623-6846

First Baptist Church
(comer of Francis St.)
Rev. Robert R. Blythe, Pastor
Office - 624-2045

Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship II a.m.

BTU, Sun. 5:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible study 7 p.m.

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST

Drop in sometime!
Wednesday Nights, 8:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. E
Powell Building
For More Information
phone: 624-0241

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER
405 University Drive
Rev. Arthur Conaway Minister
Tuesday. 8 p.m. Holy Communion
Home phone: 624-2430

713 West Main SL
623-8535
Van leaves the Daniel
Sunday
Boone statue 15 min.
Bible Study 10 a.m.
before each service
Worship - 10:45 ajn.
Sponsors of the Colonels
Evening Worship - 6 p.m.
for Christ
2nd & 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Powell Building, Room D
Bible study - 7 pjn.

United Apostolic
Lighthouse
Church

Si. John 8:12. 9:5

1417 East Main Street
Richmond. KY 40475
Pastor A O Port*
For More In formation
Phone 623-4390

SI. Matthew 5:14
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Writer surprised to find he likes yoga
By DeVone Holt
DeVones Tips

Staff writer

Progrtu photo by BOBB1 JO SHIELDS

Writer D*Von« HoM •xperlances the relaxation of yoga tor the
first time with help from Instructor Amanda McMaine Smith.

C Call Angie at 1872 to
/** suggest someone for
Faces in the Crowd.
Taylor's Sporting Goods
Plaques - Trophies - Custom Engraving
All Types of Lettering Including Custom Greek Lettering!
Russell T-Shirts &Sweatshirts
College Park Center Hours: 9 - 7 p.m. 623-9517 Open 6 days a week
We Accept visa & Mastercard

—

R0GIS HAIRSTYLISTS 624-0066
Shampoo, Haircut, Styles

When I was told that I would be
covering the "Yoga" story, many of
my colleagues and I laughed at the
thought, but our jokes proved to be
misconceptions.
I expected to enter a room with
low lights, burning candles, and odd
people humming and meditating.
To my surprise, the only difference between these 10 students (nine
women and one man) and the average
Joe, was that these 10 students had
already discovered the self-relaxing
world of yoga.
I arrived several minutes early to
the session to belter prepare myself
for the unexpected. But the unexpected turned out to be what I should
have expected.
As the room began to Till, I found
myself being greeted by several yoga
enthusiasts, who didn't fall into the
yoga stereotype that I had imagined.
One of these enthusiasts, who has
been studying yoga for 10 years, happened to be Cheric Mutcrsbaugh, my
English 101 professor.
My identity as a newcomer seemed
to be obvious. As the experienced
yoga students entered the room, they
all recognized me as "the reporter."
After meeting the other students
and realizing that they were no different than I am, I began to focus on the
yoga itself.
The session was held in a large
room in the Weaver Building that enabled us to practice the yoga techniques without disturbing one
another's space.
The mood was set by instructor
Amanda McMaine Smith who
dimmed the lights to a relatively low
pitch, played mystical foreign melodies on a cassette deck echoing softly
in the background and used a camp-

1 - Go to yoga class with an
open mind.
2 - Wear loose-fitting
clothes
3 - Take an anatomy
class first.
4 - Call the Catholic Newman
Center for information
about weekly classes.

fire tone of voice to instruct us through
our motions.
The first several positions that the
class and I poscd"wcrc the ones that I
enjoyed the most.
During these positions, I found
myself lying on my back with my feet
propped in a chair and my eyes closed
while Smith slowly guided me with a
quiet voice through the zones of my
body.
Smith's words relaxed my body
beyond belief and made me feel one
with myself.
Other positions that followed were
also relaxing, but none more soothing
than the first.
Next we stood and focused our
attention on the hip and pelvis areas
along with our bellies.
This belly is not to be confused
w i th the one that consumes food with in
our bodies, but to be recognized as the
one that holds all the stress, pressures
and anxieties that build up in our everyday lives.
We concentrated on breathing and
expanding the belly and the rib cages,
opening a space within ourselves to
relieve the belly of the daily pressures
it holds.
After performing several positions
on an individual basis, we were asked
to join a partner. Most of the students
needed little, if any, supervision dur-

Progrtss photo by BOBBI /O SHIELDS

Yoga students Wendy McMaine, the Instructors mother, and
Ann StebMna, an Eastern professor, are positioned by Smith.

ing this part of the session, but my
inexperience brought Smith to my side
several times to ensure a relaxing experience.
After spending nearly two and a
half hours in the session, which honestly felt like IS minutes to me, I
remained energetic and eager to continue, but was sadly disappointed when
I heard Smith dismiss the class for the
evening.
As I reluctantly departed, I found
myself grading both the class and
Smith's instruction and both made the
Dean's list
I gave the class a B-f grade and the
instructor a grade of an A.
The reason the class did not receive a 4.0 was that I didn't take an
anatomy class to better prepare myself for recognizing all the zones of
my body, which were mentioned sev-

Hamm's BP M

Shoe, Inc

480 Eastern By-Pass
623-0604
We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sohio, BP Boron, BP Gulf.

Call us for your towing and road service
needs-24 hours a day.
f

eral times throughout the session.
Smith, who has been teaching yoga
for 14 years, had a well planned session and gently instructed it toencouragc us.. .the reason for her A.
"I feel it (yoga) is my calling in
life.. .and I haven't missed aday since
I began practicing 16ycarsago, "Smith
said, explaining why she takes yoga
so seriously.
Smith's teaching leads her to
Greece yearly with her own teacher,
Angela Farmer. In Greece, she learns
more yoga in order to improve her
sessions in Kentucky, Indiana and
Ohio.
This particular session was sponsored by the EKU Dance Theater as a
spec ial work shop. but regular sessions
arc held every Thursday at the Catholic Newman Center at 6 p.m andthc
cost is $7 for each session..

$50<

One Pair Over $20
Exp. 11-27-92

Dr. Marion Roberts

Special $14
Expires 11/30/92
Richmond Mall Location
Walk-Ins-Welcome. Not valid without coupon

CITIZENS GUARANTY BANK of IRVINE
with OFFICES in RICHMOND
and

HARDEES of RICHMOND
present

Arthur Miller's

Optometrist
YOUR EYE CARE PROFESSIONAL
Colored Soft
Contact Lenses
Disposable Contact
Lenses

• Daily 0- Extended
Wear Soft Lenses
• Soft Difocal
Contact Lenses

Certified in Contact Lenses by the
National Eye Research Foundation

The Crucible
a play in two acts

produced by "Richmond Area Theatre
Pearl Buchanan Theatre, Eastern Kentucky University

Thursday, O^pvemStr 12, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, (hfpvemBar 13, 8:00p.m.
Scit urday, 9{pvcmSer 14, 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, 9{pvem5er 15, 3:00 p.m.
Tickfts: Adults-$5.00 Students & Children ■ $3.50

* Visual Training & Dyslexia
Problems
*Sports Vision
* Visual Examination for
Eyeglasses

623-6643
205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond

limitedseating, tickets available by mailing your ctiukjo:

f^AfT.,

(P.O. fBo^827,

Richmond,'Ky, 40476

mailorders received after 7<{pv. 7 mat/ be called for at the door

advanced tickets or reservations available at:
Citizens fidelity Hank Main Office- 623-2747
Craft, Long, dr Co., CTAs- 623-4027
•RichmondMall Information 'Booth- 623-2111

MEDICAL CARDS WELCOME
CREDIT APPROVAL

Mon., Tues., Thur., Fri. 9 a.m to 5 p.m
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m. to Noon
Member of the Kentucky Optometric Association
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FACES IN THE CROWD

*S~~

at 1 p.m. Nov. 18 in Powell
Conference Room A

CAMPUS
I
I
I I2\ 13\
16\ i7\ ie\

Faces in the crowd' spotlights people who help others. If you
know someone who should appear here, call Angle Hatton at 6221872 or write her at 117 Donovan Annex.

Ml 1!
I

Churches

CALENDAR

The Christian Student
Fellowship will meet every
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Daniel
Boone Statue. Free fun, food, and
fellowship. Non-denominational.
Everyone welcome.
Students for Christ sponsor
Bible study. For information on
informal small group studios call
1717 or 623-7283.

Major: Occupational therapy

Clubs

Yaar: Junior

The Aviation Organization.
Alpha Eta Rho, will be having meet
ings every Thursday at 4:30 in the
Stratton Building, Room 247.
The EKU Chess Club meets
•very Wednesday from 7 to 10
p.m. in Conference Room B of the
Powell Building.
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes will be holding meetings
Thursdays at 9 p.m. in Wallace
447. Everyone is welcome.
Golden Key Honor Society
will sponsor a 5K run/walk called
The Turkey Trot'at 8:30 a.m. Nov.
21. Wheelchair division wiM start at
8 a.m. Admission is $10on the day
of the race. Applications may be
picked up at the Student Activities
Office and at various businesses
around Richmond. Participants
receive a free t-shirt. Man's and
Women's 1st through 3rd place
winners will receive trophies and
1st place winners will receive
turkeys. Proceeds will go to United
Way.
A Country Western/Ballroom
Dance will be held from 8-11 p.m.
Nov. 13 in the Weaver Gym. The
cost is $3 for students and $5 tor
non-students.
The Richmond Mall and
Eastern's TCF 339 class are
presenting a fashion show called
-Holiday Style" at 7:30 tonight in the
mall's center court.
Christian Student Fellowship
holds Sunday School every
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in Burnam
Lobby. Free refreshments and
transportation to Church afterward
are provided. Call 2759 for more
information.
The philosophy club presents
"Spinoza's Teleology", a lecture
given by Vonda Tolliver, graduating
philosophy major. It will start at
7:30 p.m. Nov. 12 in the Clark
Room of the Wallace Building.
Golden Kay Honor Society will
have a meeting at 9 p.m. on Nov.
17 in Wallace room 427 and another

Hometown Springfield,
Ohio
Activities: Worked with
mentally and physically
handicapped people at Tac
Industries, current president of Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority,
Goal: To help people
recover from traumatic
accidents

■
—
Jennie Ryan say* she's
realistic about life but hopeful.

Almost three years ago, Jennie Ryan was in a car accident that left her with 29 broken bones and a new outlook on
life. Ryan said her accident made her realize how precious her
life, friends and family are.
Ryan is a self-proclaimed activist and humanitarian. She
is outspoken about each of the many causes she supports.
She's an animal rights advocate who adopts stray animals and
goes to the pound to adopt pets. She believes that animals
should have all the rights that humans do, if not more, because
"animals are so selfless and people are so selfish."
She's also outspoken as a women's rights activist. She
doesn't, however, believe women should be drafted into war;
nor should men, in her opinion, be drafted as she doesn't
believe in violence.
"I just think there are better ways to solve problems than
war that a lot of today's leaders don! consider," Ryan said.
Politically, she is a registered independent who is prochoice on every issue because she says that's what our
country is supposed to be about. She's also into recycling.
All this may make Ryan sound like an updated hippie, but
though she shares some 60s ideas, she doesn't go to that kind
of extreme with her free thinking. She doesn't do drugs and
drunk driving is one of her worst enemies because she was
drunk when she had her accident.
"I'm just glad I was the only one hurt," she said. "I would
much rather have been arrested and spent my time in jail than
to have endured the pain I went through and am still going
through."
She's had a surgery about every six months since her
accident and will have another this Christmas.

Announcements

Stathers Flower Shop
624-0198
630 Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

1 Dozen Roses
^Oe>^e3 (with coupon)

The Internal lonal Banquet will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 14 in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Special education students and
faculty will be conducting a
roadblock on Lancaster Avenue
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov. 14 for
the WHAS Crusade for Children.
Please contribute or send donations
to the Department of Special
Education in Wallace room 245.
The Psychology Clinic has
formed a group to help parents deal
with children under 12. Anyone who
feels overwhelmed by parenting can
join the group by calling the
psychology clinic at 2356.
Senior students and recent
graduates are invited to attend the
Greater Cincinnati Job Expo
where Cincinnati's top employers
will be available for consultation
about their companies. Resume
critiques will also be conducted. It
takes place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Dae. 18 at the Albert B. Sabin
Cincinnati Convention Center. For
information, call (503) 579-3119.
Zsta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. is
holding an arts and crafts display
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Nov. 1920 in thePowell Building by the grill.
Zata Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. will
be giving free baby-sitting to parents
of children ages five to 10 from 6 9 p.m. on Dec. 4 in an event called
-Parent's Night Out II" It will be held
in the Kennamer Room,Powell
Building. Parents must register by
Nov. 30. Call Leslie Young at 6245659 or Sheryl Edelen at 3281.
The Departments of English
and Foreign Language hold
Language Career Day from 9:30
to 11:30 a.m. Nov. 9 in Brock
Auditorium.

Wrapped in paper. Cash and Carry only. Expires 11-19-92

Eastern By-Pass

623-7070

Mr. Single White
Baseball
Female

$1-00

Sister
Act

Dr.
Giggles

7:30
9:15
7:15
9:30
Sat & Sun Sat & Sun
Sat & Sun Sat & Sun
1:30-7:30
4:00-9:15
1:45-7:15
4:15-9:30
tixxxrxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxixzxxxxrfi

Better your business,
Advertise in THE PROGRESS!

^CENTER

JVC & SonyAM/FM CD
player under $300

ftl SOUTHSM H1U4 flAZA
flEHMOND.ICr 404r&

60ft««S1J

* Repair on most brands of car and home stereos
* Computer-designed speaker enclosures
* Large selection of woofers, mids, tweeters, amps,
crossovers, AM/FM/CD players and accessories in
many price ranges
* Complete alarm system selection and installation

Madison Co. Crisis Pregnancy Center

Advertise in
THE PROGRESS

316 Geri Lane
Richmond. KY 40475

f\OA *\QAO
V*'*-**'**

uts-r-Us
20% off

HAIRCUTS

$8

a perm

SEAFOC©

r*WEL<

Seafood Sampler $099

623-0011

southern .IHN l'i

Fish, Shrimp, & Seafood Crab Cakes

\. IIiss tl (ill) W < v

SHRIMP & FRIES H CHICKEN & FRIES

OF

Fall Silk Flower Sale

£JU /u OJJ Arrangements
(thru Nov. 21)

\

(cash or credit card purchases)

)

■Village Florist

Monday - Saturday
8 a m to 5

P-™-

125 S. Third 623-0340

I Bite Size Shrimp. <£ fy O CI Chicken, fries,
(C f* <y C
fries hush puppies
fries,
nunnireH* /
\ hush puppies k
' k cocktail sauce
Sweet & Sour sauce
I One coupon per cualucrrer. Not
■ good with any othtt coupon or
I account oiler Eipiree 11/11/92
1039 Berea Roed. R*r«n<*id. KY EKU

I.

| 10S9 Bore. Rued. Richmond. KY BKU

FISH & FRIES

..

FISH & FRIES

I
■
I
I

One coapon per caeutrar. Not
jood a-ah any caber coupon or
dacoirnloner Ercpune 11/11/92
1059 aWraa Road. Richmond. KY EKU

jV1"/,
1 "V'
I I

I
.
I
i

O—coupon pre
el Hot
.^''■'//,NI
r»d »ilh any otlaw coapon or
1 'TV ■ ll
diecoemi ofler Bsprne ll/laVSl
\ I ' '
I
1Q59 Beer* Road. Richmond, KY EKU
I

Jumbo Fish Dinner
4 pieces of fish, fries.
slaw arid three hushpuppies

$/|89
%.,

_

Our bread's baked fresh every few hours. In fact,
all our ingredients are fresh-from cold cuts to free fixin's.
Whichever Subway sub you choose,
we make it fresh-inside and out.

aSUBUJRV*
MK" oil

4

li
I Fish, fries,
<£ f\ O C ' Fish, fries,
(t *** 9 C I
I hush puppies ^ W*-^\ hush puppies^ / " '
& tarter sauce
<*■■■
] & tarter sauce ••■■

(Holiday Open House. Sunday, Nov. 29 12- 5 p.m.)

WE'RE ALWAYS BUSY
BAKING BREAD.

O

I One coupon per r—oiaai. No!
any othe
I)'s
— ,rflc
1 ' *• ) I| J.couni
Errpiiaa il/ll/92

aft

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
H.H
sfiif
r

<fe
'•*

•Steaks

^NArV^

<&x&

Ribs

WElti*

Any Sub or Salad
I One per customer, good at
I this location only
I Expires 11-26-92

.SUBWPV*

539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE
EASTERN BY-PASS, RICHMOND
Mon. - Thurs. 11 a.m. -1 a.m., Fri. - sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m
Sunday 11 a.m. - Midnight

Carry Out Orders

**

Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight
709 Big Hill Ave., Richmond
624-2569

\h
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Ted Schultz

Life in the
Fast Lane

Surprise:
Racers are
the favorite
to win OVC
I know football season isn't over
yet and teams are gearing up for
playoffs and bowl games. But basketball season begins next week and it is
lime to preview the hoops action.
The following are my predictions
for the upcoming Ohio Valley Conference season:
1. Murray State
Second-year Coach Scott Edgar
has lost Popcye Jones, the nation's
leading rebounder last season, but is
still left with an abundance of talent
Frank Allen, Cedric Gumm and
Maurice Cannon could be one of the
top backcourt trios in the country.
Three lop returning reserves, plus eight
new players will help the Racers win
their sixth straight title.
2. Tennessee Tech
All-OVC forward John Best joins
guards Mitch Cupplcs and Maurice
Houston, plus some returning reserves,
to give Frank HarrcH's Tech team a
bright outlook. If Murray stumbles,
Tech could claim its First OVC crown
since 1985.
3. Eastern Kentucky
Three career 1,000-poim scorers
are gone, but three key players from
last season's 19-9 squad are hack for
rookie coach Mike Calhoun. Forward
John Allen and guards Arlando
Johnson and Chris Brown lead a team
that will use quickness to try to
compensate for a lack of height.
4. Middle Tennessee
Center Warren Kidd and
swingman Robert Taylor may be one
of the best inside-outside combinations
in the country. However, the Blue
Raiders have little else, and to further
impede matters, they arc on NCAA
probation for the next two years.
5. Southeast Missouri
Guards Curtis Shclton and Devon
Lake arc back to lead a team that
surprised a few conference foes in its
first year of OVC ptay. With four
starters returning, the Indians will be
even better this season.
4. More head State
Brett Roberts, the nation's leading
scorer last season, is gone, as is point
guard Pat Tubbs. Center Doug Bcntz
and forward Martcz Ballard return to
lead a team that may be a year away
from moving back into the upper
division of the conference.
7. Austin Peay
Three starters rcturnfor Coach
Dave Loos, but leading scorer Geoff
Herman has transferred. Guard Greg
Franklin and forward Rick Yudt, last
year's OVC Freshman of the Year, will
iead the Governors.
8. Tennessee-Martia
The Pacers will struggle in their
first year of OVC play. Wins over
anyone other than Tennessee State will
be a major accomplishment
9. Tennessee State
Kevin Howard, the only player the
Tigers had, is gone. If everybody
remains eligible, they could challenge
UT Martin for eighth place.
G- Frank Allen, Murray State
G/F- Robert Taylor, Middle Tennessee
G/F- Maurice Cannon, Murray Stale
F- John Best, Tennessee Tech
C- Warren Kidd. Middle Tennessee
G- Maurice Houston, Tennessee Tech
G- Cedric Gumm, Murray State
G/F- Greg Franklin, Austin Peay
F- John Allen, Eastern Kentucky
C- Doug Bentz, Morehead State
Third TCM
G- Arlando Johnson, Eastern Kentucky
G- Curtis Shclton, Southeat Missouri
G/F- Devon Lake, Southeast Missouri
F- Mitch Cupples, Tennessee Tech
C- Jerry Wilson, Murray Stale
Now for the big lime, the preseason Top 10 teams in the NCAA:
1. Duke
6.SetonHaU
7. North Carolina
2. Indiana
8. Arizona
3. Kansas
9. Syracuse
4. Michigan
5. Kentucky
10. Florida Slate
*
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Ted Schultz, editor

Duffy caps comeback with overtime FG
By Scott Rohrer
Assistant sports editor
Eastern kept its playoff hopes alive Saturday by coming from
behind to beat Murray State 21-18 in overtime.
Kicker Todd Duffy booted a 22-yard field goal after safety Joe
Smith picked off a Murray State pass on the opening drive of
overtime. Under the OVC tie-breaking rules, each team begins a
series from the opponents' 25-yard line.
"Murray executed well and we were fortunate to win," Eastern
Coach Roy Kidd said. "When we got the ball back, I said to
(offensive coordinator) Joe (Blankenship), 'Let's get the ball in the
middle of the field and kick it'"
The Colonels jumped out loan early 10-0 first quarter lead, but
the 2-7 Racers scored 18 unanswered points and held the Colonel
offense scoreless for more than 45 minutes.
On ihird-and-goal from the 13 with 4:53 left in the game, Joey
Crenshaw threw a touchdown pass to wide receiver Kenny
McCollum in the back of the end zone. Eastern then tied the game
at 18 on another Crenshaw-to-McCollum combination for the twopoint conversion.
Mark us Thomas rushed for 113 yards on 24 carries. Crenshaw
threw for 168 yards on 7-13 passing.
"I figured we were at home so I said 'let's get the win in
overtime,'" Kidd said. "I thought the crowd really picked us up,
especially late in the game and in overtime."

Progress photo by JOHN McGOWAN
Running back Markus Thomas, with a llttla help from a block by wide receiver Rudy Bumsy,
tries to turn tha corner against Murray Stats Saturday. Thomas rushed for 113 yards In the
Colonels' come-trom-behlnd 21-18 overtime win that pushed thslr record to 7-2 on tha season

Eastern Kentucky at Austin Peay

COLONEL NOTES
compiled by Ted Schultz
J Fantastic finishes: Eastern has now won
two home games this season on the final play of
the game. The Colonels defeated Northeast
Louisiana 26-21 when Sean Little picked up an
en-ant punt snap at the goal line as time ran out.
Q THIs hopes: With two games left in the
regular season, Eastern still has a slim chance
of defending its OVC title. For the Colonels to
grab the OVC's automatic berth, it would have
to win its last two games (at Austin Peay and
Morehead State) and leader Middle Tennessee
would have to lose its last two (home games
against Morehead and Tennessee Tech).
There is a brighter possibility for the Colonels to tie for the championship. If Tennessee
Tech beats MTSU and Eastern wins its last two,
those three teams would all tie for the title.
J Honors: Crenshaw has been named OVC
Offensive Player of the Week.The senior QB
was 7-13 Saturday for 168 yards and two TD's.
J Thomas watch: With 113 yards Saturday,
Thomas moved a little bit closer to the all-time

Division l-AA record. Thomas now has 5,184
yards, just 36 yards behind second-place Kenny
Gamble. Former Nevada star Frank Hawkins
leads the all-time list with 5,538 yards.
J No Kldd-lng: With a win Saturday, Kidd
would tie former Ohio State Coach Woody
Hayes for sixth-place on the all-time wins list for
Division I and l-AA coaches.
-J Diaper dandy: True freshman WR Dialleo
Burks caught his first career pass Saturday.
Burks was originally ticketed to redshirt this
season, but has played in three games since an
ankle injury sent starter Leon Brown to the
sidelines. With Brown coming back next season,
along with three other senior WR's, Burks will
probably redshirt next year.
J Quotable: After Eastern's narrow win over
Murray, Kidd offered an explanation of the
Racers' situation: "I don't know what Murray's
problem is, but it ain't Mike Mahoney." It was
announced two weeks ago that Mahoney would
not be returning to Murray next season.

Gama time: 2:30 p.m. CDT Saturday. ClarksvHle, Term.
Records: Eastern Kentucky 7-2, Austin Peay 2-7.
Satis* record: Eastern Kentucky 30. Austin Peay 3.
What to watch for: Austin Peay was picked to finish
as high as third in the OVC, but has struggled and
leads last-place Murray State by only a-haN-game
They would be in last if Eastern hadn't been able to
pull out some late heroics Saturday to escape with an
overtime win over the Racers.
Despite not having an individual runner in tha Top
10 in the OVC, Austin Peay is ranked 13th nationally in
rushing offense, three spots ahead of Eastern. The
Governors' wishbone attack has produced 236.8 yards
rushing a gama (best in the OVC). but only 43 yards
passing a game (worst in the OVC).
Austin Peay is led on defense by DB Kirk Pointer
(OVC-leading 5 interceptions) and DE Richard Darden
(eight sacks and 12 tackles for losses).
Eastern must be able to rebound both mentaHy
(from a lackluster performance) and emotionally (from
the euphoria of the come-from behind win). The
Colonels' must improve significantly to win their last
two games and make the playoffs.
Tad'a prediction: Eastern 28, Austin Peay 13.

' Calhoun's Critters' to play up-tempo this season
By Ted Schultz
Sports editor

Progress photo by DAVID RICHARDSON
John Allan, shown here taking It to tha basket against
Mike Kinder (I) and Chris Brown, will play Inside this year.

1992-93 EKU Basketball Schedules
Men
Women
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2
5
8
11

Northern Kentucky
Thomas Mora
at Kentucky
USAir Classic
(Dayton, Ohio)
Wright State. EKU, Eastern
Michigan, Prairie View ASM
Doc. 17 at Howard
Dec. 21 at Western Ksntucky
Dec. 29 at Northern Iowa
Jan. 4 East Tennessee
Jan. 9 at Tennessee Tech
Jan. 11 at Middle Tennessee
Jan. 13 Northern Iowa
Jan. 16 Austin Peay
Jan. 18 Tennessee State
Jan. 23 at Murray State
Jan. 25 at Southeast Missouri
Jan. 28 at Morehead State
Jan. 30 Tennessee-Martin
Feb. 6 at Austin Peay
Feb. 8 at Tennessee State
Feb. 11 Morehead Stats
Feb. 13 Murray Stats
Feb. IS Southeast Missouri
Feb. 20 Tennessee Tech
Feb. 22 Middle Tennessee
Feb. 27 at Tennessee-Martin
Mar. 4-6 OVC Tournament
(Lexington)

I

Dec. 1
Dec. 8
Dec. 30
Jan. 2

Ball State
at Louisville
at Indiana State
Sun and Fun Classic
(Miami. Fla.)
Florida International. EKU,
Colorado. Temple. BucknoH,
Lehigh, Brown, Iowa
Jan. 9 at Tennessee Tech
Jan. 11 at Middle Tennessee
Jan. 13 at Cincinnati
Jan. 16 Austin Pssy
Jaa 18 Tennessee State
Jan. 23 at Murray State
Jan. 25 at Southeast Missouri
Jan. 28 at Morehead State
Jan. 30 Tennessss Martin
Feb. 2 Marshall
Feb. 6 at Austin Peay
Feb. 8 at Tennessee State
Feb. 11 Morehead Stats
Feb. 13 Murray State
Feb. 15 Southeast Missouri
Feb. 17 al Kentucky
Feb. 20 Tennessee Tech
Feb. 22 Middle Tennessee
Feb. 24 Tennessss
Feb. 27 at Tennessee-Martin
Mar. 1 -2 OVC Tournament
(TBA)

•'

The University of Kentucky had "Rupp's Runts.''
Eastern Kentucky now has "Calhoun's Critters.'
Due to a wave of academic casualties. Eastern will
play its first five games with its tallest player standing
only 6-foot-7. The Colonels will begin their season with
three small forwards and two guards.
"I think it's going to be a real challenge for us the first
few weeks of the season,*' Calhoun said. "Everybody is
going to have to have to step up and make a contribution
for us to progress as a team."
Seniors Dwayne Crittenden, a pan-time starter last
season, and William Holmes have been declared academically ineligible for the remainder of the first semester after it was discovered that they were lacking certain
course requirements. Junior college transfers Cleveland
Bumette and J P. Viverette will not play for Eastern at all
this season because that they did not meet cretain NCAA
requirements at their previous schools.
Calhoun had the 6-9 Crittenden and the 6-11 Holmes
pegged to play inside, but must now turn to 6-7 sophomore Eric Maye and 6-7 junior John Allen. Allen, who
says he's really only 6-5 1/2, was the Colonels' leading
scorer last year, but must now fill a rebounding void.
"Early on, I'm going to have to pick up our rebounding," Allen said. "We've got a lot of people on our team
who can score."
Twoof those people who can score are guards Arlando

NT

Johnson and Chris Brown. Johnson, a 5-10 junior point
guard, led the OVC in three-point shooting last year.
Brown, a 6-3 senior, has been a role-player the last three
years and will be counted on for leadership this season.
The other starting nod could go to 6-3 freshman
Demarcus Doss, a first-team all-state selection last season. Doss will be pressed by seniors Adrian Brown and
David Harm. Freshmen guards Kevin Maggard and Brad
Divine could also see some action.
"We're going to have to be a little bit more of a
perimeter-oriented team." Calhoun said. "I think we're
going to have to shoot the basketball well and guard 94 feet
for us to be competitive."
Allen said Calhoun is giving the Colonels a little more
freedom than his predecessor, Mike Pollio, now an assistant athletic director at the University of Louisville.
"I think Coach Calhoun realizes we don't have as
much talent this year." Allen said. "We're a little bit
smaller and a little bit quicker. We're going to run more
and play an up-tempo game, and with the personnel we
have, it will be better for us to do that."
Eastern begins its season at home against Northern
Kentucky and Thomas More Dec. 2 and 5. Then comes the
rematch with Kentucky Dec. 8 at Rupp Arena.
"We're going to have to come up with a few gimmicks," Calhoun said. "We just can't go head-to-head and
toc-to-ioc with everybody we play."
■ Eastern will host a pair of exhibition games this
season. The Colones' host the Kentucky Crusaders Tuesday at 8 p.m. and Zadar (of Croatia) Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m.

Introducing Richmond's Newest Attraction in Stylish Adult Entertainment

TIlCC iWelllllelttalll Clllll
Featuring Kentucky's Finest Showgirls & Non-Stop Female Revue

•Free Parking
•Daily Specials
•Bachelor Parties
•Minutes From 1-75
•Complimentary Admission
With Military I.D.
•Saturday Night is Couples
Night - Couples Get In Free!
Open
6 p.m. to Midnight

For More Info Call
(606) 623-4429

221 East Water Street
(Across from End Zone)
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SCOREBOARD

INSTANT CASH FOR
BOOKS BEGINNING
Monday-Nov 16th

compiled by Ted Schultz
WEEK AT A GLANCE
Friday Nov. 13

Murray Stale
Eastern Kentucky

VoHeybe* - at Cincinnati. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday Mow 1d
Football -at Auttm Paay. 2:30 p.m. EOT
VoKeyfeeM - at Xavwr. noon
CroaaoouiHry-atNCAADiitlctlll Championships. Greenville. S.C

Tu—day Nov. 17
Men's besltetbeN - Kentucky Crusaders, 8 p.m. (exhibition)

FOOTBALL
fiyc Al

QYCatandtooa
MkkJa Tennessee
Tennessee Taoh
Eastern Kentucky
Tannaetaa State
Moreheed State
Tennessee Martin
Southaatt Missouri
Austin Paay
Murray Stale

6-0
6-1
6-1
3-3
3-3
2-6
2-5
1-5
1-6

Eastern Kentucky 21
Murray State 18 (OT)

7-2
7-2
7-2
3-6
3-6
3-6
2-7
2-7
2-7

E. Kentucky 21, Murray St 16
Morenead State 20, SE Missouri 17
Middle Tennessee 14, UT- Mart in 0
Tenn. Tech 26, Tennessee State 15
Thlaweek
Eastern
astern K«
Kentucky at Austin Paay
Morenead State at Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Stale at Murray State
Tennessee Tech at Marshal
Southeast Missouri at Illinois Stale
Samtord at Tennessee-Martin

MM* frit.
Teoklee (leaders)-EKUMolon 16, Jackson 12; MSU: Qibbs 12. Johnson 10.

06730-18
100083-21

VOLLEYBALL

EKU-Dutfy 34-yard FQ.
EKU- Woods 52-yard pass from Crenshaw
(Duffy kick).
MSU - Smith 20-yard pass from Mosby
(Moabyrun).
MSU - Redmond 30-yard pass from Lewis
(Lombard kick).
MSU - Lombard 28-yard FG
EKU - McCollum 13-yard pass from
Crenshaw (McCollum pass from

OVC ef ndtrms
Austin Paay
Murray Stale
Southeast Missouri
Morenead State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martm
MkKJe Tennessee
Tennessee State

Crenshaw)

EKU - Duffy 22-yard FG

EKU

14
18
226
176
233
168
374
360
0-2
2-2
5-52 6-63
32:30 27:30

First downs
Yards rushing
Yards passing
Total yards
Interceptions-Turnovers
Time of possession

14-1
12-3
11-6
11-6
1S-4
4-11
4-11
3-12
0-14

Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State

161515
10 3 8

Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Saturday
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin

15 1616
13 7 0

Your book buy is open
9 a.m. till 7 p.m.

University
Book & Supply

1510121716
1215 1615 6

(EKU leaders for three matches)
KNIe - Zelms 34. Cunningham 30.
Assists - Leath 123.
Blocks - Vorhes 12, Cunningham 10.
Digs - Zelms. Money 27. Guerrera 23
> - Leati 7. Money, Day 4.

Rushing - EKU: Thomas 24-113.
Crenehaw 10-41. Stalkngs 9-31, Penman
3-15. McCollum 1-6. Dickerton 1-2; MSU:
Mosby 12-50, Cox 6-36 Lewis 5-33, Bland
7-21. McOowan 7-16, Patlon 4-12. Eowards
3-3. Sapp 1-3
Paaakng - EKU: Crenshaw 7 13-168-0;
MSU: Mosby 6-12-106-1. Lewis 8-20-100I.Cofcy 1-1-25-0.
Receiving-EKU: Starlings 1 53. McCollum
3-52, Woods 2-50, Burks 1-13; MSU:
Redmond 3-64. McGowan 3-43, Bland 233. Smith 2-30, Cox 1-27. Young 1-25.

The Store that SAVES
the Student More!

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Senior kicker Toad Duffy booted a 22yard field goal in overtime Saturday lo push
Eastern past Murray State 21-18. Duffy
also kicked a 34-yard field goal and an
extra point Saturday.

JUST OFF CAMPUS

The Student's Store * Just Off Campus

Pro Muffler & Tire Center

*

"PROFESSIONAL EXHAUSTERS"

*
*

*15 Years of experience in the same location*
Renfro Valley's

EVERY FRIDAY
SATURDAY NIGHT
IN

l-TB.irmai

*•• TM 7««4

• ». ■ ««■•■•

Lucy s
Attractions
Now Open
Jewelry

528 Eastern By Pass • Richmond. Ky. 40475

624-0220

GUYS CUTS
$9
GIRLS WET CUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15

NOVEMBER

R.Hfr. Vail*? EatcrlalMMnt Oatrr

University Book & Supply

-//^wAi^^

a%

Frl. - 7p.m. Sat. - 9p.m.
Barn Dance Sat.-7p.m.

it doesn't matter where you bought them

624-2100

JAMBOREE

With Student I.D.
112 ST. GEORGE ST
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

623-3651

Leading Cause of Infant Death
Breathing problems are the
No. 1 cause of infant death in
the U.S. In 1988, respiratory
conditions claimed the lives of
14,587 American infants. The
American Lung Association
funds research aimed at preventing and curing infant lung
diseases.

Ladles' Apparel

Accessories
Lsdlss' Sportswear
Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
10 s.m. to 5 pjn.

'Includes 1.109 deaths due to congenital anomalies of the respiratory
system.

10''/( Student Discmini

624-9677

kwtMMifhi

130 North Second Street

.
**************************************************

292 South Second St.
^t^aanBWaMMMMBMBBaatMEKMBMBBBaBBai\

.vvvvv.
<£feffance...

^VVVVVVaj

Dr. William R. Isaacs

$

Optometrist
«

:
;

Dr. William T. Reynolds
Optometrist

V

Dr. C. L. Davis
Optometrist

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.

5

Don't Forget-

rM**f*****IffJ**********aZZIl

Earn up to $130 a
month giving plasma
at the
Campus Plasma
Center.
624-9814

\

* FREE Check Cashing
* Feat Check Out
* Tear-Round Book Buying
* Storewide Discounts

INSTANT (ASH ON BOOKS...and

East Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

COUNTRY

More USED Textbooks
(to e«Te you money)
VIM and Mastercard Accepted
Student Employees

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards

___ __ __
(%}\ W^!f\
UAJ-JJJO

Credit Terms

Member of Kentucky Optometrk

Available

A-*'-"™

All Brands of Contacts
Soft & Semi-Soft
Permalens
Bifocal
Contacts
wowcoiwcii

Discounts + Text Reservations
-Storewide Savings"t} f7Cf7Y'\>C
||
y

Spring
Books
Notv

Mid-term Discount Card

U.B.S.
10% Savings
Sale Period Storewide Discounts
Show this card for your discount
Oct. 29 through Dec. 9,1992
Your Name
Local Address
Privileges of this card are non-transferable and subject to the restraints of UBS.
Offer expires Dec. 9. 1992. All sales are payable in cash or check and apply
to sales of $1.00 or greater Special orders are not included

CASH PRIZE DRAWINGS Dec. 14-15-16th. $100.00
each day.
BOOK RFSF.RVATION FLANK
(All books fully returnable)
fViir.r
Srcrjcn
NAME
:iit .-Zb.
HOME
ADDRESS

I

LOCAL ADDRESS

i

I PREFER GOOD-tfSF.r-MF.W
BOOKS (cirrie DPC

#
*"

I

J

TTrTTNTTT
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Confidence soars as spring teams
wrap up fall seasons in high gear
By Scott Rohrer
Assistant sports editor
The leaves have fallen from the
trees and the cool, autumn days are
getting shorter.
As the Kentucky earth goes dormant untill spring, so will the competition of many athletes. Fall is over for
the baseball, golf and tennis teams,
but for these teams who compete year
round, the season is just beginning.

BmhH

The baseball team went 11-1 this
fall and coach Jim Ward says the players are now more experienced than
they were last year when they finished
fourth in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"We had great success this fall,"
Ward said. "The players' effort was
good and we built a lot of confidence,
so I think we're in good shape at this
part of the season."
Ward said the warm fall weather
has been a big part of the team's improvement this year, as practice was
cancelled only twice all season.
"Our biggest improvements have

been pitching and defense," Ward said. round," Smither said. "That just shows Martin said she is pleased with the
"And that's what wins championships how much potential this team has." progress of the team.
Sometimes you go into the fall
in baseball."
season and things don't go your way,"
Men's Tennis
GpJl
Eastern's tennis teams are also on she said. "But at this point, I'm really
For the golf team, it has been a the brink of successful spring seasons, satisfied with their improvement."
long, frustrating fall season.
as they hope to win OVC titles.
The team played in only a few
Finishes of third, fourth, 13th, and
The men's team dedicated eight of tournaments this fall, but Martin says
17 th have been the results in their four its 24 weeks of practice to the fall she has seen big improvements in the
fall tournaments. Coach Lew Smither season. They won two tournaments learn as individuals.
thinks the these disappointments have and won matches against Morehead
"We always set personal goals for
helped the team's attitude.
State, Charleston and Toledo.
ourselves," Martin said. Our goal is
"It's not always playing well that
"You're goals in the fall are al- not just to win the OVC. It's to place
motivates you," Smither said. "I think ways a bit different than those in the higher in each position than we did
a kx of our players thought it was spring season," Coach Tom Higgins last year."
going to be a cake walk, but realized it said. "But we had a real good season
wasn't. I think this will put us in good and everybody is healthy. Everybody's ■ The cross country seasons will end
shape for the spring season.
eligible and everybody is returning." Saturday as the women's team and
Eastern will meet many of the
Last year, the Colonels went 13-7. one or two men' s individauls will comnation's top teams this spring, includ- This year they are more experienced.. pete in the District III Championships
ing Ohio State, Kent State, Wiscon- "Winning the conference is our ulti- at Greenville, S.C.
The women's team is gunning for a
sin, Marshall, Indiana and Illinois.
mate goal," Higgins said. "Now that
The Colonels' final round of the the guys are a year older, we feel like top-four finish that would likely qualify
them for the NCAA Championships.
season in Virginia at the James Madi- we can really be contenders."
The men's team also qualified for the
son Invitational, was the lowest round
Women's Tennis
District meet by winning the OVC,
of the tournament and their lowest
Like the baseball team, the but because of injuries, only Josh
round of the season.
"I was proud of the team for com- women's tennis squad finished fourth Colvin and possibly OVC individual
ing back and shooting 296 in the final in the OVC last year. Coach Sandy champion John Nganga will run.

♦

New Orleans
• Cafe •

242 3. Second Street • Richmond. RY 4047S

624-5&95

PROGRESS
FOOTBALL PICKS
TSING TAO
FAST FOOD
CHINESE
RESTAURANT

Qarita Uqpnr
Spedd

cl

$4.25 all the draft you can
drink during the game.
Tuesday
Ladies' Night. Two for one
well drinks.
Wednesday Country Music Night.
95$ Longnecks.
Thursday
Bourbon and Coke $1.00
Friday
25$ Draft from 4 to 8 p.m.

$12.95 case
Free Fosters

624-0133

1. Kentucky at Cincinnati

Open 7 Days A Week

I he Sun
SflU II

FALL SPECIAL

Douglas Battery Sale
M Month Balltrits
$34.95 w/exchange
Group 24 24F 26 70 74

AUTO PARTS & SERVICE CENTER
131 Dig Hill Av«
Richmond

624-2990

p 32 3B UBS
310 E. Main
(next to Central Liquor)
606-623-8UO

NEW
SplilFire
Spark Plugs
Available

Bulbs Changed Regularly

•SCA Wolfe System
•Air Conditioned Rooms
•Towel Service
•Within Walking Distance from E.K.U.
•Owened & Operated by Whitney D. Jones

$5 Off All Packages
with valid student I.D.
expires 12/13/92

4. Arizona at USC

Dairii
Queen

We Treat You Right!
12 oz. Blizzard

ONLY 990
(with coupon)

Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475

7. Buffalo at Miami

3. Alabama at Mississippi State

COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER • COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER

awizE

I«inning

Happy Hour 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

2. Penn State at Notre Dame

Autowize

MM PIM>

10 88

$39.95

S49.95

S59.95

Group S0 6S.7S

Omni 670

Omni 8f-»

IRON WORKS FITNESS CENTER
Kentucky's Best Equipped Fitness Center
427 Big Hill Avenue
A Professional Health Club for Men and Women

CALL NOW!
623-7370

Flush and Fill
Rusn 'adiaior ft cooling sysiem. chuck air
belts hues and water pumps. Refill with
up to 2 gaions of anblrooza coolant Most
cars and I ahl trucks

«

s

24(

Heavy Duty
Shock Absorbers

Town

Monday

16oz.RedBidl

300 West Main St.
Richmond

HLV

Offer Ends Soon!

FRONT DISC BRAKES
mlaUl na>* p«Oi. 'Oturlac* roto't rapac"
whM bMnngt. mill n*-w g>aaie •*•!• aoa
r*oo«d ftu-J mapt-Ct »yi»B*n and ro*d lei'
(Aabu*t c*>pen and
__ *A

CSS*

l-mosKcxxlihru 12-1-92

.•m,m.u« p*dt
•utra) Uoit cart and
■gnt l/uoti

!

49'

Q^Aflfl
V#1U*J

COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER • COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER «

5. Cincinnati at New York Jets

CONTEST RULES
1. To participate: Study each of the advertiser's block on
this page. Note the game featured in the block and pick
your winner. Write the name of the team you think will
win with the advertiser's name featuring it in the numerical
order they are written. Use the convenient form below (No
copies accepted).
2. Bring all the entries, by 4:30 p.m. Friday, to Room 117
of the Donovan Annex (Down the hill from Alumni Parking
Lot) Late entries not accepted.
3. First place prize is a merchandise certificate from one of
the advertiser's awarded to the person with the most correct
game predictions. If two or more people tie for games
correctly predicted, the tie breaking game box will be used.
(Guess total number of points in game)
4. Only one entry per person per week. Contest will run
until Nov. 18. No purchase necessary.

Reminder - The deadline is 4:30 p.m.
Friday after publication.

Iron Works Fitness Center!

Iron Works Fitness Center

2 Months FREE

1 Week Free

$18.50 a month
No enroilment fee
With purchase of a year

One per cuatomn
New pauona only

6. Washington at Kansas City

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM
NAME__
ADDRESS.
PHONE
TIE BREAKER
F.KU at Austin Peay
Total Points

GAME WINNER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7._

ADVERTISER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

This week's winner is Edna Renfro. She will receive a $10.00 gift certificate to Talk of the Town.

